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MY VERO
BY RAY MCNULTY

St. Ed’s grad’s tragic death
on a Colorado mountain
Never in his 26 years had
Ryan Marcil felt more alive
than he did in the days, weeks
and months before he and his
girlfriend fell to their deaths
two Sundays ago in a mountain-climbing accident.
As much as he loved growing up near the ocean in Vero
Beach, fishing and boating
with family and friends, there
was something about his new
life in the Rockies that sent his
spirits soaring.
There was something in the
scenic, snow-covered, Colorado peaks surrounding Aspen
that called out to him, reached
into his soul and, appealing to
his insatiable sense of adventure, beckoned to him with
new challenges and experiences.
There was also Carly Brightwell, 27, who he began dating
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

BY SAMANTHA ROHLFING BAITA
Staff Writer

in his instructions to the jury.
The judicial errors were so
stark that defendant Jamie
Grant won an appeal after filing the paperwork himself,
from his prison cell. Grant is
still representing himself and
intends to act as his own law-

Florida Organic Aquaculture, the highly-touted shrimp
farm west of Fellsmere that pioneered an environmentally
friendly form of aquaculture,
has filed for bankruptcy and is
for sale.
It was only a little more than
three years ago that, with great
fanfare and widespread support, South African entrepreneur Cliff Morris hosted the
company’s official grand opening, and 300 or so state and local VIPS gathered to celebrate
what was seen as an exciting
new venture that would put
Fellsmere on the map.
Everyone applauded the
self-proclaimed “home of
happy, healthy shrimp,” ex-
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From Vero’s beaches to Colorado’s mountain tops: Ryan Marcil, Carly Brightwell, and the north face of Capitol Peak outside Aspen.

New trial set for man convicted of attempted robbery
BY LISA ZAHNER
Staff Writer

A man convicted of an attempted armed robbery at
Leigh Jewelers on Ocean Drive
in 2010 is getting a new trial,
after the appeals court found
that Judge Robert Pegg erred

Scene of attempted armed robbery in 2010.

Sheriff doesn’t stonewall after shooting: Longevity Fitness,
That’s good, except when info is wrong in a surprise move,
Two women who were not
BY BETH WALTON
Staff Writer

Across the nation in the
hours following a fatal police
shooting, top law-enforcement officials often remain
tight lipped and reveal only
scant details as a criminal investigation commences.
Not Indian River County
Sheriff Deryl Loar.
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criminals have been shot to
death by Indian River County
deputies in 2017. In each case,
Loar stepped in front of TV
cameras within 24 hours of
the killing, encountering both
criticism and strong community support.
He spoke both times with a
somber tone and didn’t mince
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BY KATHLEEN SLOAN
Staff Writer

Women who arrived at
Longevity Fitness Club and
Spa at 650 12th St. last week
to work out or meet friends
were surprised to find the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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yer when his case goes before Judge
Cynthia Cox in late October or possibly early November.
Grant’s conviction for attempted
armed robbery with a firearm was
overturned and sent back for a re-trial
because Pegg did not permit jurors
to be instructed about possible lesser
charges they could find Grant guilty of
before sending them off to deliberate
his fate.
Florida’s Fourth District Court of

Appeals found that defense attorneys
objected to the way the court was
proceeding, but their objections were
shut down by Pegg. The appeals court
called the matter a “preventable error,”
pointing out that even lay members of
the jury tried to prevent the error during deliberations.
Jurors asked for clarification during
deliberations and were told “to rely on
the instructions they had already received,” the court noted.
Grant was sentenced to 15 years
in prison, with a 10-year mandatory
minimum because the crime involved
a firearm. That 10-year minimum was

also overturned by the appeals court
because the court found the state had
not proven Grant used a firearm in the
commission of a crime.
Appeals court records summarize
the case, stating Grant parked his car
under a covered area at a nearby home
and walked about 100 yards to Leigh
Jewelers.
“Once at the store, Grant ‘forcefully’
yanked twice on the store’s entrance
door with his left hand, while keeping his right hand in the front pocket
of his hooded sweatshirt. The force
of Grant’s tug was so ‘aggressive’ and
strong that it ‘shook the frame of the

store’ and alerted every employee to
his presence.”
But Grant never got in the door.
“Unknown to Grant, due to a recent ‘snatch and grab’ incident, the
store’s owner installed a security system which required customers to
be ‘buzzed’ into the store by an employee. When the owner reached for
the buzzer, one employee warned of
Grant’s potential dangerousness while
others yelled, ‘Don’t let him in,’”court
records state.
“This reaction derived not only
from Grant’s aggressive entry attempt,
but primarily from the way he was
dressed; despite being a hot day, Grant
was wearing a hooded sweatshirt over
his head, gloves, and a ‘do-rag’ covering his face from his nose down,”
states the case summary.
Since June 2016, Grant has been out
on $100,000 bond, thanks to bail money put up by his grandmother.
After serving five years in state prison, he’s now living under house arrest
with a GPS anklet, working in the marketing field and preparing his case for
trial. By court order, Grant is barred
from contact with Mark and Barbara
Leigh and cannot go within 100 feet of
their store.
The Leighs were out of town and
could not be reached for comment.
Outside the courtroom after the
hearing, Grant explained that he gave
up on using public defenders after he
was sentenced to an improper mandatory minimum sentence, and after the
court sent the jury off without telling
them that, should the burden of proof
threshold for his charges not be met,
they had not only the right but the obligation to convict on lesser charges.
The reading out of potential lesser
charges as part of jury instruction is
pretty basic stuff, especially in cases
involving felony charges.
“We conclude that the court erred in
failing to instruct on attempted armed
robbery with a weapon,” the appeals
judges opined in February 2016.
The errors in his trial and his mandatory minimum sentencing – both
overturned by the appeals court –
pushed Grant to become a self-taught,
so-called jailhouse lawyer. “I started
going to the library and reading. I went
there five days a week,” said Grant, 33,
who before the November 2010 incident worked as a truck driver and a gas
technician.
The Fayetteville, North Carolina, native moved to the Vero area a decade
ago with no college education whatsoever, and no training in the law. Grant
said he graduated from high school in
2002 and then served in the U.S. Army
for three and a half years before relocating to Florida.
He had two prior arrests on misdemeanors in Indian River County be-
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fore the jewelry store incident. In May
2007, he was picked up for shoplifting
and sentenced to time served in the
Indian River County Jail.
Then in September 2010, he was
arrested for driving with a suspended driver’s license. Court records say
when he was pulled over after the jewelry store incident in 2010, he told police he was facing some dire economic
circumstances.
He appeared last Friday morning in
a suit before Judge Cox. He sat in the
gallery and waited for his name to be
called, then approached the defense
attorney’s spot and spoke on his own
behalf.
Cox thoroughly questioned Grant
to make sure that he was aware of his
right to a court-appointed attorney
and that he did not want an attorney.
Grant confirmed that he has no interest in being represented by a public
defender. He said he’d looked around
for a private attorney to represent him
pro bono, but had no luck.
Grant wants to actively participate
in his defense in the role of co-counsel, and that’s problematic for many
defense attorneys.
Grant thinks he can win this time
around. “I mean I’m nervous, but I’ve
studied,” he said. “I’m claiming that
there’s not enough evidence to convict.”
He says the Vero Beach police pulled
him over illegally. A “be on the lookout”
(BOLO) alert issued after the Leighs’
911 call said there were two black
males. Grant is very light-skinned
mixed race and was traveling alone.
Appeals court records summarized
Grant’s capture. “A search of Grant’s
person revealed that he had hinged
handcuffs in his right rear pocket and
a purple velvet Crown Royal bag in
his right front pocket. Following the
search, Grant lamented to the detectives, ‘Times are tough, I usually don’t
do this sort of thing.’ Additionally,
from Grant’s car, officers recovered an
unloaded .357-caliber revolver, a black
hooded sweatshirt, sunglasses, a pair
of gloves, and a ‘do-rag type face cover.’
“It looks horrible,” Grant told Vero
Beach 32963 on Friday of what police found on him and in his vehicle.
“I filed a motion to suppress all that
evidence because the officer didn’t
have a right to stop me. He said I was
speeding but I wasn’t. My motion was
denied.”
Assistant State Attorney Bill Long
didn’t have much of a comment, other
than to say that it’s been a long haul
and that he’s preparing the case for
trial – again.
Two accused murderers have been
granted new trials in the past two
years after convictions overseen by
Pegg were reversed by the appeals
court.

In April, Henry Lee Jones’ conviction for the murder of Central Beach
resident Brian Simpson was remanded for retrial due to the court’s failure
to allow questioning about interracial
violence during jury selection.
Last year, the Fourth District Court
of Appeals reversed and remanded
Edward Gibson Jr.’s conviction for
murder in the first degree, finding that

Pegg abused his discretion in denying
the defendant's request to testify.
Prosecutors obviously don’t want
to badmouth the judges they try cases
in front of, but off-the-record, some
of Long’s colleagues and some local
law enforcement officers are quite
frustrated with these serious felony
convictions getting overturned on
appeal due to technicalities and hav-

ing to prosecute them a second time.
Pegg has been on the bench since
being elected in 2006. He was re-elected in 2012 and his current six-year
term expires in January 2019, so he
could run again in 2018. In December
2015, judges of the 19th Circuit were
routinely reassigned and Cox inherited Pegg’s ongoing felony criminal
caseload. 
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pected to produce a couple million
shrimp per year.
The approximately $22 million
project was largely funded by foreign
investors, including Chinese, via the
federal EB5 Immigrant Investment
Visa Program. Additionally, the shrimp
farm received a county jobs grant and a
Community Development Block Grant
to bring a natural gas pipeline along
County Road 512 to service the facility.
But while the facility saw substantial early success, having a hard time
keeping up with demand for its product, it wasn’t long before rumors of
trouble began to surface.
By June 2016 the company was experiencing harrowing cash-flow issues. Morris, just back from Hong Kong
where he'd been seeking additional investment capital, was ever optimistic.
“It's nothing we can't weather.
There's lots of stuff in the pipeline,” he
said, and praised his staff for “hanging
in there” even when their paychecks
were delayed for over a month.
“We're hanging on by our teeth, and
remaining tough,” Morris said.
The company was finally able to
make that payroll with a fresh infusion

of foreign cash, but more was needed
to keep the nutrient-rich, temperaturecontrolled water flowing and nurturing the millions of baby shrimp within
their carefully monitored nurseries.
This past April, Morris was forced to
put the company into Chapter 11. As
of this week, the shrimp farm continued to operate under bankruptcy protection, albeit with a limited crew.
Morris, according to his office administrator, has been in negotiations that he “can't comment on at
this time.” He did, however, forward
a Shrimp News International article
that provided details of the situation.
The article said Florida Organic
Aquaculture had retained Equity
Partners HG, a Maryland Investment
Banking company, to “seek an investor, partner or buyer.”
Fellsmere City Manager Jason Nunemaker confirmed the report, adding
that the city is working with the aquaculture company to ensure the site plan
and all other necessary documents are
in place, in hopes of negotiations with
potential investors or buyers.
Nunemaker has worked with company founder Morris since the entrepreneur first began considering the
Fellsmere area.
“We have every confidence the
shrimp farm will remain: perhaps with

restructuring, in a different shape or
form. We're optimistic. Everybody likes
to eat shrimp. The market is there,”
Nunemaker said.
He also contended that, regardless of
how the company regroups or restructures going forward, it has already had a
positive impact on the Fellsmere community. Local people have been employed, with the jobs grant funds paid
to Florida Organic Aquaculture on the

“back end” after workers were hired
and in place for a specified period.
Also making a “huge impact,” said
Nunemaker, is the natural gas line,
which services the businesses along
the western 512 corridor. Several businesses have already switched over
and are saving “40 to 50 percent in
energy costs. It's sustainability, and
[the aquaculture company] is credited
with that.” 

My Vero

According to Colorado authorities
and newspaper reports, the couple
began their ill-fated expedition on
Saturday, Aug. 19, when they hiked to
the Capitol Lake area of the mountain
and camped for the night.
The next morning, they continued
their ascent and, during the afternoon,
reached the summit of the 14,130-foot
mountain, which is located west of Aspen and considered one of the most
difficult climbs of the state’s 50-plus
“14ers” – peaks that rise above 14,000
feet in elevation.
Authorities said they didn’t know
how long the couple spent at the summit before beginning their descent.
Soon afterward, however, they plummeted more than 200 feet. It was unclear what caused them to fall.
Though Ryan was scaling a “14er” for
the first time, Carly was an experienced
climber who was making her 10th such
attempt, Ryan’s father said, adding that
the coroner told the couple’s parents
that neither survived the fall.
“They died instantly,” Roger said.
Commander Jesse Steindler of the
Pitkin County Sheriff’s Office told
reporters in Aspen that, judging by
where the bodies were found, authorities believe the couple might’ve been
intimidated by Knife Edge – a narrow,
100-foot-long ridge not far from the
summit with steep drops on both sides
– and sought an alternative route.
“That makes the most sense,” Steindler
said, adding there are routes that initially
appear to offer a less-daunting descent
to the lake but actually become more
dangerous further down.
“There’s all kinds of conjecture, but
we’ll probably never know for sure
what caused them to fall,” Roger said.
“We hiked to the site and saw where
they had camped. We saw the mountain and where they found the bodies.
It seemed really treacherous there.”
The couple was reported missing
Monday, one day after friends said
they were expected to return to Aspen.
Friends already had begun posting on Facebook, seeking leads to the
couple’s whereabouts and wondering
if Ryan and Carly had decided to delay
their return to watch the solar eclipse
from the mountain.
The next morning, Mountain Rescue
Aspen volunteers were deployed, as

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

earlier this year and who touched his
heart in a way he didn’t know was possible, sparking a once-in-a-lifetime romance that burned so brightly it was
visible to others in a resort town that
seemed to celebrate the couple’s budding relationship.
“We read a love letter Ryan wrote to
Carly,” said Ryan’s father, Roger, who,
along with his wife, Karen, and daughter, Alexa, flew to Colorado last week
after the couple was reported missing.
“He was actually thinking about getting married.”
“Ever since he moved out here, he’s
been growing more and more,” Tom
Means, a friend who worked with Ryan
at the Surefoot ski-boot store, told the
Aspen Daily News. “I think the mountains did a lot for him.”
Means said Ryan moved to Aspen
seeking “peace and tranquility” and
“really found himself here.”
That was clear in the photographs
of Ryan and Carly that were on display – along with his love letter – Friday evening at Aspen’s Herron Park,
where hundreds gathered to remember a special couple three days after
a search-and-rescue team discovered
their lifeless bodies below a treacherous ridge on Capitol Peak.
Listening to stories of their son’s
popularity among locals in the alpine
community, Roger and Karen Marcil
took comfort in Aspen’s embrace.
“This is not our hometown, but I
feel like it is,” Ryan’s father told the
couple’s many Colorado friends and
acquaintances at the event, which included a poignant candle-lighting ceremony, the release of two doves into
the heavens and a moving rendition of
Bob Dylan’s “Make You Feel My Love.”
“You guys made us feel special in a
horrible time in our life.”
Here in Vero Beach, another memorial is scheduled for 5 p.m. Saturday at
South Beach Park, where hundreds of
friends – Ryan grew up on the island
and was a St. Edward’s graduate – are
expected to mourn his passing and
celebrate his life.
“This one could be even tougher,”
Roger said, “if that’s possible.”
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was a CareFlight helicopter. A National
Guard helicopter later joined the search
and, shortly before 2:30 p.m. (MST),
sighted two bodies below Knife Edge.
A rescue team rushed to the area,
only to find the climbers were dead,
making them the third and fourth peo-

ple to die on Capitol Peak this summer.
A fifth climber, a 21-year-old man, fell
more than 600 feet to his death Saturday while attempting to navigate the
Knife Edge section of the mountain.
Ryan and Carly were already gone
when Roger, Karen and Alexa – believ-

ing the couple was merely lost – boarded a Delta Airlines flight in Orlando.
It wasn’t until the family was in the
air, en route to Salt Lake City, that one
of them saw a social-media post containing a link to a news story about the
missing couple being found dead.

“All we knew when we left is that
they were missing and we were going out there to help with the search,”
Roger said. “I didn’t bring any dress
clothes. All I brought with me was stuff
to walk through the woods.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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“We were in the middle of the flight
when we found the news,” he added.
“We couldn’t believe it. Everyone was
a little hysterical, but Delta really took
care of us. When we landed, they let us
get off the plane first. And when we got
to Aspen, they had a car waiting for us.”
As of last weekend, Roger said the
family was doing “better than you
might think, under the circumstances,” taking solace in knowing that Ryan
died doing something he loved with
someone he loved in a place he loved.
Those who knew Ryan knew him
to be something of a thrill seeker who
thrived on the adrenalin rush new adventures could bring. In a Facebook
post shortly after his death, Alexa began
with the words: “To my fearless bro ...”
Young, healthy and athletic, Ryan
had no fear, sometimes to the point of
recklessness. But he also was blessed
with an outgoing personality, a welcoming smile and an easy charm.
Those qualities, along with his youonly-live-once sense of adventure,
drew others to him, particularly in the
outdoor paradise that is Aspen, where

he also served on the board of Aspen
Strong, a nonprofit foundation that
provides mental health resources in
the region.
Ryan’s belief in the foundation’s
work, which Carly also strongly supported, prompted his family to request
donations to Aspen Strong (www.aspenstrong.org) in lieu of flowers.
“Ryan was such a good athlete that
he’d get good at things quickly, whether it was hiking, mountain biking, skiing, skinning up mountains, running
marathons,” Roger said. “Pretty much
everybody we met out here said he
was a natural at everything he did.
“And his enthusiasm was contagious,” he added. “His exuberance for
doing these things would make others
do things they probably wouldn’t have
done. I knew he was an amazing kid,
but, talking to people in Aspen, he was
more amazing than I realized.”
Bruce Wachter, head of St. Edward’s
Upper School, thought so, too. He said
many faculty members fondly remember the 2009 graduate as a “talented
and enthusiastic young man” who was
an accomplished athlete, particularly
in tennis.
“We’re saddened by this loss,”
Wachter said.

We all are – especially now, when he
was more alive than ever.
“This was hard on everybody, but
Ryan lived life to the fullest,” his father
said. “And these past few months, he
was in the best place that we’d seen
him.” 

Sheriff doesn’t stonewall
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

words as he defended his officers’ actions.
But sometimes, in the early hours
of an investigation, details from a
crime scene are rapidly changing, and
sometimes the sheriff’s earliest remarks prove wrong.
Advocates for the families of Alteria
Woods, who was shot 10 times by deputies during a drug raid in Gifford on
March 19, and Susan Teel, who was killed
by a deputy in her home on July 26, have
questioned whether the sheriff’s public
statements hamper the likelihood of a
thorough and proper investigation.
When the top lawman “exonerates” his deputies before the facts are
known, this influences public opinion
and Sheriff’s Office personnel conduct-

ing the criminal investigation, said Guy
Rubin, the Stuart-based defense attorney representing the Teel family.
“I’m very much concerned about
this,” he said. “On one level it’s personal to the family who lost a loved
one, but in a larger sense we’re talking
about trust between law enforcement
and the community and we’re seeing
all around the country that that trust
is seriously broken.”
Teel was “no threat to anyone but
herself,” the lawyer said.
Susan Teel, 62, was shot in her bedroom just minutes after her daughter
called 911 for help. At 8 p.m. that evening, authorities say, Teel’s husband
Dr. Dudley Teel found his wife in the
bathtub cutting her wrists with a razor
knife. Deputy Jonathan Lozada was
on scene by 8:04 p.m. Three minutes
later, before his back-up had entered
the house, shots were fired and the
118-pound woman was dead.
“The deputy did exactly what he was
trained to do,” Loar told reporters the
next morning. The Sheriff’s Office has
responded to dozens of calls for service
at this address, he said. Teel was “attempting to kill [Lozada] with a large
butcher knife,” the sheriff continued.
She “lunged” at him and he made a
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“split-second” decision. It was the “only
choice” the deputy had, Loar said.
It’s impossible for there to be a fair
review locally after remarks like that
are made to the public, said Rubin.
The officers now charged to investigate for criminal wrongdoing already
know what their boss believes.
Such emboldened rhetoric perpetuates statements that aren’t true, he
added. It wasn’t a “split-second” decision, for example. Many seconds went
by and questions remain if the officer
followed protocol when he knew the
subject was armed.
“We’re being critical because we
see things that are flawed in the system,” Rubin said. “Fifteen hours later,
[while] the yellow tape was still up, the
sheriff was exonerating his deputy.”
In an interview, Loar stood by his office’s ability to investigate its own officer-involved shootings and said his
intent when speaking to the media is
not to exonerate.
His office often broadcasts its press
conferences on social media to stay
in front of the story and make sure
context doesn’t get lost in abbreviated
news excerpts.
“I think it is very important to get our
message out and I think the community

expects that and deserves that,” he said.
Officers like Lozada are young, Loar
added. “His peers are looking, thinking, maybe that could have been me.”
Deputies are seeing the same news
coverage as everyone else as these officer-involved shootings are dissected
online and on TV, he said.
“To say they are not a little apprehensive, I think, would be wrong.”
Across the United States, police are
faced with the prospect of going to
work and being shot, killed or indicted
every day, Loar said. In situations of
deadly use-of-force, the intent is not
to kill. The intent is to stop a threat.
“When we’re encountered with deadly
force, that’s when we use deadly force,”
Loar said. “If someone is coming at us with
a butcher knife, a pitch fork, something
of that nature, when we see deadly force
coming at us, we do not use less than.”
Susan Teel’s death, like that of Alteria Woods’, is being investigated by
the Indian River County Sheriff’s Office and the Office of the State Attorney for the 19th Judicial Circuit, which
encompasses Indian River, Martin, St.
Lucie and Okeechobee counties. Deputies were not equipped with body
cameras in either incident.
“The police policing themselves does

not and cannot work,” shouted community activist Michael Marsh into a
bullhorn as he stood outside the Vero
Beach court house at a rally earlier this
month. In front of the Woods family and
reporters, he called the sheriff a liar.
A March 20 autopsy report completed by the District 19 Medical Examiner’s Department shows the 21-year old
was shot 10 times by deputies during
the early morning raid at a house in
Gifford. Yet hours after her death, Loar
stood in front of TV cameras and said,
“Unfortunately, one of the rounds
fired by a SWAT team member of ours
struck an innocent person.”
The sheriff went on to say the young
woman’s boyfriend, Andrew Coffee
IV, fired at deputies first and used her
“cowardly as protection.” He told reporters about the cocaine and crack
found at the crime scene and discussed
the Coffee family’s long and sometimes
violent past with the police.
Coffee IV has since been charged
by a grand jury in Woods’ murder. The
deputies involved were not indicted.
The medical examiner found no traces
cocaine or crack in Woods’ system.
The day before Alteria Woods’ autopsy was made public, Loar acknowledged timing is everything.

“There have been press conferences in the past where it may have
been better to wait a little while, but
remember, every case is incident specific,” he said. “If we have a volatile
situation in a volatile area, there has
got to be something.”
It’s a no-win situation, the sheriff
added. If there are no public remarks,
people think law-enforcement is hiding something. Virtually everything is
public record in Florida, he said. “I
think that we’re as open as any agency
in the state.” 

Longevity Fitness closes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

doors locked and the building dark.
For more than 20 years, Longevity
has been the only health club in Vero
Beach exclusively for women.
The gym’s dozen or so employees
first found out something was amiss
when their automatic-deposit paychecks were marked “pending” and
then “deleted” from their bank statements, leaving them unpaid from
mid-July to mid-August, according to
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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an employee who wishes to remain
anonymous.
The same source said the manager,
Alicia Castillo, abruptly decided to
lock the doors last Thursday rather
than let employees continue to work
for no pay.
Longevity’s phone number, 772778-6800, is still answered with a
voicemail message that sounds as if
the business is operating. Callers are
invited to leave a message and are
promised a call back within 24 hours.
“Last year the business was sold to
Atec Fitness, Inc., a corporation owned
by Mr. Austin Thomas, who owns and
operates healthcare facilities in North
Carolina,” said broker Billy Moss of
Lambert Commercial Real Estate. “Unfortunately, Mr. Thomas has had personal problems and closed the facility.”
Thomas must have seen problems
coming because, Moss said, Thomas
hired him to list the business for sale
four months ago, with an asking price
of $79,000.
Richard Barattini, who previously
owned the company and still owns the
large building, also gave Moss permission to sell the business.

“I have several local people interested in what amounts to a great opportunity to own and operate the only ladies’
health club in the area,” Moss said. “I
expect the club will reopen soon.”
Neither Barattini nor Thomas could
be reached for comment.
Max Fitness, owned by Bonnie and
Stephen Pfiester, which is within walking distance of Longevity at 970 14th
Ln., has offered to honor all Longevity
memberships at no additional cost.
“It’s enough stress to get out of your
routine. We just feel if we can take
away any additional stress, if we do
the right thing, then God will take care
of us,” Bonnie Pfiester said. The husband and wife were 50 percent partners
with Longevity when Barattini owned it
from 2003 to 2011, acting as the onsite
managers and operators.
About a dozen women have taken
the Pfiesters up on their offer to work
out at Max Fitness.
Like Longevity, Max Fitness offers
free child care, which will be helpful to
Longevity members with children.
Pfiester admitted her health club
doesn’t have all the perks that the nearly
13,000-square-foot Longevity offered,
such as an all-women atmosphere and
a café and smoothie bar seating 30.
“It was a special place,” she said of
the shuttered gym. 

School District’s budget
draft hides some expenses
BY KATHLEEN SLOAN
Staff Writer

Taking the Indian River County
School District tentative budget at
face value is a mistake.
Vero Beach 32963 has learned
a line-item referring to substitute
teachers is a rabbit hole hiding 11
other expenses having nothing to do
with substitute teachers.
The line item, “(GF) Non-Disc Salary (Dist.)-(Substitutes),” shows the
district’s penchant for inside-baseball terminology and disinterest in
making its $278 million budget understandable to taxpayers.
According to the line item, more
than $6 million was budgeted for substitute teachers this year, a $4.3 million increase over last year’s $1.7 million figure.
Vero Beach 32963 asked why the
substitute teacher budget was going
up so much, inquiring whether the
district was starting the school year
with a lot of teacher positions unfilled.
Public Information Officer Cristen
McMillan said the substitute budget
had not increased by millions and that
the school year started with only 9.5
teacher positions unfilled. Since May
9, the district has hired 120 teachers to
replace the many who left the district
last year and during the summer.
Later McMillan revealed what lay
behind the deceptive line-item’s title,
including money for teacher raises,
new teacher salaries, funding for
special education teachers, health
insurance funding and other expenses. Also hidden in the line item
is $50,000 in school administrators’
performance pay.
Only $1.3 million of the $6 million is
for substitute teachers.
Although the line item is under the
“districtwide expenses” page, clearly many of the items are not. The
teacher pay and insurance-premium
expenses should be attributed to the
proper schools. Because they are not,
up to 22 school budgets are inaccurate, giving a false picture of how
many teachers are at each school.
The special education positions
hidden behind the substitute-teacher line item reveal there’s been a
shakeup in the Exceptional Student
Education Program, left unexplained
to the public. Although the program
has its own budget page, some of its
expenses are hidden in districtwide
expenses, creating more confusion.

McMillan said all 11 of the hidden
expenses were “publicly discussed”
in budget workshops.
The budget sessions, viewable on
YouTube, show Assistant Superintendent of Finance Carter Morrison
reading from his list of “budget impactors,” touching on some of the
concealed expenses, but the public
was not given any time to question or
comment on the expenses.
The final budget public hearing is
Sept. 7. McMillan said the items hidden behind the substitute teacher
line will be listed separately in the
last draft, making a marginal concession to public understanding of the
district’s massive budget. 

BANK OF AMERICA
TO CLOSE BRANCH
ON SOUTH BEACH
BY A STAFF WRITER

The Bank of America announced that it plans to close its
South Beach branch on A1A just
north of Castaway Cove in early
December.
In a letter to customers announcing that the branch at 1500
Highway A1A will be closed as of
Dec. 5, Bank of America said it
was “sorry for the inconvenience
this causes you,” but suggested
depositors use either their branch
in Indian River Shores or the
branch on Miracle Mile.
Since the financial crisis, banks
have closed over 10,000 branches,
an average of three a day. In the
first half of 2017 alone, a net 869
bank branches shut their doors,
according to S&P Global Market
Intelligence, a research firm.
Bank executives maintain
that they are “optimizing” their
branch networks to fit changing
customer habits. 
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Jury sides with Big Tobacco in Vero Beach lawsuit
BY BETH WALTON
Staff Writer

After spending weeks hearing testimony in a downtown Vero Beach
courtroom, an Indian River County
jury took just hours to find no fault
on the part of cigarette maker R.J.
Reynolds in the lung cancer death of
a local resident.
Six jurors deliberated behind
closed doors Aug. 23, concluding that
Demos Jones was not addicted to the
nicotine in R.J. Reynolds’ cigarettes,
and therefore his addiction was not
the legal cause of his lung cancer and
death.
This prevented the jury from
awarding any or all of the $12.5 million in damages sought by the Jones
family.
Lawyers for the widow and his son
motioned for a mistrial.
“We believe in our system of justice and have great respect for the
sacrifices this jury made in considering this case,” said David Carter, who
represented the family alongside his
co-counsel, Jason Odom.
Carter and Odom are both attorneys with the island law firm of
Gould Cooksey Fennell.
“We know they did their best, but
they could only base their decision
on the evidence and arguments presented to them,” Carter said.
“There were many examples of arguments and commentary on the evidence which we believe to be clearly
improper.”
While Carter focused much of his
attention in the courtroom on what
the tobacco companies did and did
not disclose about the health risks of
cigarettes, lawyers for R.J. Reynolds
questioned the financial motives
of the family and expert witnesses
called to testify.
They didn’t dispute that Jones
was a heavy smoker, that they hid
the health risks of cigarettes, or that
smoking can cause health conditions
like lung cancer.
They argued instead that Jones understood the risk he was taking, even
at a young age.
Jones called his cigarettes “coffin
nails” as a teenager.
He also was able to refrain from
smoking in certain situations, like
when he was inside of the high
school, or when he was going to visit
his girlfriend at her parent’s house,
R.J. Reynolds’ attorney, Jose Isasi II,
argued in court.
Jones further went on to successful
careers in banking, leisure and the

hospitality industry, he said.
Even the family of the former golf
professional believed he could do
anything he put his mind to. Why,
then, didn’t Jones try harder to quit
smoking, the lawyer for the tobacco
company asked.
Jones was educated and well read,
he said. He undoubtedly saw news
reports about the risk.
Yet, he didn’t go to tobacco cessa-

tion clinics or to smoking support
groups, which were rising in popularity at the time, Isasi said. He only
tried to quit twice.
“If you’ve ever had the experience
of maybe having a little too much to
drink one night and you wake up in
the morning and you’re not feeling
well, and you look at yourself in the
mirror, do you ever say to yourself,
I feel 3 percent responsible for that

hangover that I’ve got?” the lawyer
asked the jury as he discussed the
prospect of awarding damages.
“Who’s looking back at you in the
mirror?
“It’s not Jack Daniel’s. It’s you.
Those are the choices that you made.”
“We were forced to move for mistrial multiple times over the course of
the trial, and we think the law will ulCONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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timately mandate a new trial,” Carter
said after the verdict.
A spokesperson for R.J. Reynolds
did not respond to a request for comment.
Jones, born in 1931, started smoking in the mid-1940s between the
ages of 14 and 16.
His wife, Phyllis Jones, cried on the
stand as she discussed the months
leading up to his death in 1995. The
two met in high school.

Jones sometimes smoked as much
as two packs a day, lighting a cigarette first thing every morning.
“I’m asking for justice, not sympathy,” Carter told the jurors in closing
arguments.
Carter reminded the jury that R.J.
Reynolds intentionally concealed the
health risks of smoking in its marketing efforts.
They targeted kids, he said. This
formed the world Jones grew up in.
“This is what was happening to lay
the groundwork.”
Gould Cooksey Fennell also served
as co-counsel in a 2015 lawsuit, Glo-

ria Gore versus R.J. Reynolds and
Philip Morris.
In that case, $2 million in damages
was awarded to the plaintiff.
Thousands of similar cases have
been filed in the state of Florida in
the wake of a 2006 state Supreme
Court ruling that such lawsuits must
be heard individually instead of as a
class action.
Arguments made by plaintiffs and
their attorneys in the so-called “Engle progeny” cases are boosted by the
high court’s findings that smoking
causes certain diseases and that tobacco companies hid its dangers. 

Talk of annexing
South Beach into
Vero resurfacing
BY RUSTY CARTER
Staff Writer

Looming City Council elections in
Vero Beach are resurrecting a question that hasn’t gotten much attention
in recent years: Should the city attempt to annex unincorporated areas
of South Beach?
The topic was expected to resurface this week when the South Beach
Property Owners Association hosts its
“Eminent Speakers’ Forum,” one of
the events taking place as part of the
organization’s Silver Jubilee.
Among those set to speak was Vero
Beach Mayor Laura Moss. She’s an advocate for annexation, calling the barrier island communities south of the
city limits “very compatible.”
Moss stops short of calling for a referendum, noting that residents of the
island neighborhoods that lie between
the Vero Beach city boundary and the
St. Lucie County line would have to
vote on annexation. According to Vero
Beach City Clerk Tammy Bursick, approval would require a simple majority.
The clear benefit for the city would
be a sizeable bump in its property tax
collections. Current estimated value
of property in the city is just shy of
$2.7 billion, according to Indian River
County records, and annexing South
Beach neighborhoods could add
many tens of millions to that total.
In exchange, island residents could realize several potential benefits: Increased
police protection, upgrading their current septic systems to the “STEP” sewer
system now being installed within the
city, and having their neighborhoods
covered by the city’s tougher restrictions
on short-term rentals.
Whether the Vero Beach City Council would back an initiative to annex
South Beach is another question.
Harry Howle, who is seeking a second
term this November, isn’t sold. “Yes, it
would bring in more property taxes,”
he said, “but I’m not convinced yet.”
Randy Old, who is seeking to return
to the Council, is a proponent of the
STEP system and would like to see it
extended to South Beach.
Beyond Moss, speakers for Thursday’s event include Dr. Valerie Paul,
head scientist at the Smithsonian Marine Station, and Florida state senator
Debbie Mayfield.
The event takes place at 6 p.m. Thursday in the Waxlax Center for the Performing Arts at St. Edwards School. 

WITH GRAPHIC DESIGN SKILLS,
TEENS WILL MAKE AN ‘IMPACT’
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With graphic design skills, teens will make an ‘Impact’
BY STEPHANIE LaBAFF
Staff Writer

The generous and forward-thinking
women of Indian River Impact 100 are
helping formerly abused, abandoned
and neglected teens who have reached
the safety of the Hibiscus Children’s
Village in Vero Beach to design their
way to a better life.
In 2011 Impact 100 awarded the
Hibiscus Children’s Center a grant of
$100,000 to develop its Career Pathways to Independence program, which
provides Hibiscus residents with skills
training and career preparation. This
past April, Impact 100 women again
stepped forward to help build better
futures; this time through a $100,000
grant for an extension of Pathways –
the Graphic Design Impact Center.
“We’re thrilled Impact 100 had the
vision to get a group of ladies together
to raise a significant amount of money
to make something transformational
happen in our community,” says Paul
Sexton, Hibiscus Children’s Center
President/CEO. “That’s very much in
line with what we’re doing as professionals taking care of kids in the child
welfare space.”
For the past 13 years teens ranging
in age from 13 to 17 have been provided a safe, supportive environment at
the 40-bed group homes of the Village.
But it is only after they have been given
the basic necessities of food, shelter,
clothing and counseling that they can
really begin to look forward to more
promising futures. And the future
comes all too quickly for these teens.
On their 18th birthday, Hibiscus clients must move out of the Village and
make their own way in the world.
The center will provide a platform
to help those young men and women
launch careers in the graphic design
industry, while also honing their social and life skills. Students will learn
the design process from concept to
completed project through a fivemodule curriculum that focuses on
the elements of design, marketing, development, software and branding.
Lou Boccabella, HCC vice president
of project management and regulatory
compliance, describes it as “a transformation of our Career Pathways program, where we work with children to
develop their independent living skills,
work on internships, develop career
goals and skills to better their lives.”
The teens say they can’t wait to get
started. “I would like to be a part of this
graphic design center because I love
drawing; it’s part of my life,” one said.

Lou Boccabella, Paul Sexton, Kathleen Knowles and Rey Navarro. 								

“The graphic design program will
give me experience and beginning
knowledge,” says another.
Part of the allure is even after turning 18, students can finish the program at the Village, participate in an
internship and potentially work in the
graphics center as a paid employee.
Although the center is not yet fully
functional, one former Hibiscus Village client is currently working as an
intern with Kathleen Knowles, the
center’s director.
“I’ve recently turned 18 and am now
on my own,” he explains. “Working
with Ms. Kathleen gives me a chance to
learn new skills to use out in the world
and to stay connected; keeping me in
an environment I know and trust.”
“Life is like design; there are good
and bad choices, all attached to outcomes,” says Knowles, a graduate of
Corcoran School of the Arts and Design at George Washington University. “Our program provides youth a
vehicle to slow down their thought
processes to reflect on what and how
they’re expressing ideas through images and words; targeting audiences
with specific, measurable outcomes.”
Students will work independently in
a classroom setting and one-on-one
with Knowles, working on projects
from concept to final printed piece. A
print shop has been set up with individual workstations, training equipment for visual presentations, a library
and open drawing area.
Their first “real world” project will
be to design promotional pieces for a

variety of Hibiscus events, learning the
process while creating a portfolio of
items to showcase the scope of the center’s ability to prospective customers.
Knowles sees graphic design as a
place where art and business merge,
with students learning how to communicate as well as design, noting, “They
have to consider who their audience is
and grasp what the client wants. If you
couldn’t read, would you understand
what the message is saying?”
“From a social work standpoint,
drawing and singing can be a coping
skill,” says Rey Navarro, director of Village operations, commenting that the
program is beneficial to individuals
suffering from trauma. “Most of the
kids have been through several traumas, and channeling their feelings
into creating something is a positive
way to work through something.”
Sexton says their goal is to introduce
socially innovative programs that
change the lives of the children they
serve. “One way to do that is to expose
them to things like the Graphic Design
Impact Center,” he said. “We chose
graphic design because it’s transformational in a couple of unique ways.
It’s a white-collar job, and they can
earn a competitive salary. The house
has been transformed into a welcoming workspace. Kathleen and some
of the kids made a sign, and on Oct. 1
we’ll be ready to open for business.”
“The Hibiscus Children’s Center
grant met the four criteria necessary
for an Impact 100 grant,” says Brenda
Cetrulo, Impact’s grant committee

PHOTO: GORDON RADFORD

chair. “Our members felt the Graphic
Design Impact Center was transformative to the children learning a technology-focused career, the organization through continued connection
with their graduates after the abrupt
aging-out process, the Indian River
County community as these youth enter the adult and local world with the
training to make a good life and career
that will adequately support them.”
Cetrulo adds that they were particularly impressed by the program’s sustainability through the graphic design
work and income that will be generated by program participants.
“We talk about numbers of children
in care. We do not tell the story about
what would happen if we weren’t serving these 40 kids,” stresses Sexton.
“There’s a cost to that. Prison is $89,000
a year. Then there is loss of income potential and mental health costs. When
you start adding up the price for one
child, it’s huge. Then you look and say
because they have this program, they
didn’t go to jail, they didn’t end up at a
psych hospital, and they did graduate
from high school. With a $100,000 investment, Impact 100 probably saved
between $3 and $5 million.”
“These kids have been told ‘You’re
not worth it.’ ‘You can’t do anything.’
‘You’re nothing.’ This totally counteracts that,” adds Tracy Savoia, HCC
marketing vice president. “It will give
them a sense of accomplishment and
self-worth for the first time.”
For more information, visit HibiscusChildrensCenter.org. 
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Bank on Team Marine for an inspired United Way plan
BY MARY SCHENKEL
Staff Writer

The public portion of the United Way
of Indian River County 2017-18 Annual
Campaign will begin Oct. 14 with the
announcement of this year’s goal at the
Day of Caring and Campaign Kick-off
Breakfast. But the Team Marine campaign chairs have actually been hard at
work since even before the campaign’s
official July 1 start date.
Representing Marine Bank & Trust
Company, this year’s campaign cochairs are President/CEO Bill Penney;
Mary Cone, residential/consumer
lending vice president; Georgia Irish,
business development/client services
vice president; and Kim Prado, branch
manager/vice president.
“The four of us are going to be the
face of the campaign but it’s really
about the whole team,” says Penney,
referencing employees of the bank,
founded in 1997. “We’re going to try to
involve everybody in some aspect of
the campaign.”
Their United Way liaison is Tracey
Segal, UW campaign director, who
says that in choosing campaign chairs,
“we look for community minded folks;
familiar faces in the community, who
have a strong understanding of the
United Way and a level of engagement
within the community.”
Team Marine clearly meets the criteria.
“We’ve had a long-term commitment
to the community and of encouraging
employees to give back to the community from where we make our living,”
says Penney. In addition to serving two
terms on the United Way board, Penney previously co-chaired campaigns
with wife Karen in 1999/2000 (“Y2K”
Penney notes with a smile) and with
Alan Polackwich in 2006/07.
“I don’t think there are many organizations that we haven’t touched
or been a part of over the years,” adds
Cone, one of just two employed at the
bank the full 20 years. “And we’ve pretty much been involved in every area of
the United Way.”
In addition to serving on the United
Way board and various committees,
employees have actively volunteered
with numerous local organizations,
including the Alzheimer & Parkinson
Association, American Cancer Society, Board of Realtors, Environmental
Learning Center, Habitat for Humanity, Healthy Start Coalition, Hibiscus
Children’s Center, IRC Chamber of
Commerce, March of Dimes, Ocean
Research & Conservation Association

Mary Cone, Bill Penney and Georgia Irish. 								

(ORCA), Oceanside Business Association, Treasure Coast Builders, Vero
Beach Air Show and Youth Guidance.
Penney says that despite its size, the

bank will again be a campaign Torch
Bearer, meaning a $12,000 contribution. “That’s a pretty big commitment
for a small group of employees. We’ve

PHOTO: DENISE RITCHIE

always had a very successful employee campaign here at the bank. One of
the things I personally like about the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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United Way is that it touches so many
different agencies. If you’re only to do
one thing and make one donation, it’s
a way to touch a lot of people and a lot
of agencies.”
The co-chairs and Segal have had a
busy summer, building the campaign
cabinet, planning their strategy and
reviewing the campaign’s five business
divisions – Agra-Business, Commerce
and Industry (small businesses), Finance and Allied Professionals (insurance companies, law firms and banks,
etc.), Healthcare and Public Service
(such as governmental entities and
nonprofits).
Volunteers assist the campaign in a
variety of ways, such as the campaign
cabinet, which helps with solicitations to businesses within the five divisions plus residential communities;
the major accounts team, which calls
on workplace CEOs to discuss their internal workplace campaigns; loaned
executives, who make presentations
at the various workplaces; and in the
spring, on the citizen review panel,
which determines agency fund allocations.
One of the more critical tasks is developing a realistic campaign goal.
“We had a group of people doing the
CEO calls, where we go visit the CEOs
of the different organizations to say,
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‘here’s a history of your employee and
corporate giving,’ thanking them for
what they’ve done and asking ‘what
can we do to keep it going and make it
a little bit better?’” says Penney. “That
helps put together the campaign goal.”
After recently attending a meeting of
Publix store managers he came away
impressed with the group’s passion
and generosity, noting their contributions last year amounted to close to
$600,000 of the $3.035 million campaign. “Publix is an amazingly philanthropic company, not only for United
Way but all the other nonprofits. We
were there to say ‘thank you; keep it going.’”
There are also residential campaigns, such as the one at John’s Island being run by Dave and Sharon
Northrup, and Penney made sure to
meet with them before they left for the
summer.
The cabinet will soon meet to review
historical data and the results of recent
CEO discussions.
“We’ll roll it up and come up with a
number, a really big number. You always want to set the goal a little bit
higher,” says Penney. “And then we’ll
roll the goal out on the Day of Caring.”
“The process is really very involved,”
says UWIRC CEO Michael Kint, who
has every confidence that Team Ma-

rine is up to the challenge. “Clearly,
they want to make sure it’s done well
and that it’s a success. There’s a lot of
psychological and mental engagement
in every aspect of this. This is Bill’s
third term; nobody else has done that
before.”
“We’re not all going to be at everything, but there’s four of us and we all
are versed in this, so we will be there to
help out as needed,” says Penney. “You
really have support from all parts of
the community; it’s very broad-based.”
“Our work and our reputation is
solid and people always want to see us
succeed so they’ll do what they can to
help,” says Kint.
Once campaigns are underway,
loaned executives will arrange with
businesses to make pitches to their
employees, often including a talk by
a partner agency to build compassion
and help them better understand the
needs.
“One thing we’re going to do this
year that we haven’t done in the past,
is we’re going to be taking all of our
team, each employee, out to visit the
different agencies,” says Cone of their
own workplace campaign plans. “We’ll
be taking them out 10 at a time to visit
with the different agencies that United
Way supports to get each member of
our organization involved.”

“We’ve had a couple of employees
with the bank who say that if it weren’t
for United Way services they wouldn’t
be where they are today,” says Irish.
“It’s really something when you can
see the results.”
“It’s not about the United Way, it’s
not about the agencies; it’s about the
people that the agencies help,” says
Penney.
Cone agrees adding, “You don’t
get the full impact until you visit the
agencies.”
In the spring, the citizen’s review
process will involve roughly 100 volunteers reviewing the grant applications
and financials submitted by the various agencies and doing on-site visits
before recommending the amounts
the agencies should be funded.
“The distribution of the money is
decided by local citizens, so there’s
tremendous accountability and it
stays local,” says Penney.
“We have a very generous community; they see the need. They see the
benefits of their United Way investments and they continue to give generously. And we appreciate that,” says
Segal.
The United Way is always in need of
volunteers. Visit UnitedWayIRC.org or
VolunteerIndianRiverCounty.org
for
more information. 

VIOLINIST PAIR INSTRUMENTAL
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Violinist pair instrumental in students’ string success
BY MICHELLE GENZ
Staff Writer

When Vero native Jake Owen, the
pop country singer, got married on the
beach a few years back, it was the Ballingers who played for the ultra-private
ceremony that took place at the crack of
dawn. So secretive were the bride and
groom that when the Ballingers got the
call to play, the wedding planner didn’t
even tell them who they’d be playing
for. “She just told us to be there at 6 a.m.
– on a Monday morning,” says Nicole,
laughing.
“I had to get permission from my
principal to be a little late to school,”
says Richard.
And when a lone paparazzo showed
up on the shoreline, the Ballingers
ducked inside with the rest of the wedding party.
Cue the violins: Every parent knows
the moments. From a baby’s first steps
to the walk up the aisle, Richard and
Nicole Ballinger have positioned themselves to provide the musical accompaniment, not only teaching the youngest
children, but performing at their most
sentimental ceremonies.
In his 14 years in Indian River County
public schools, Richard Ballinger estimates he has taught strings to thousands of kids, dividing his teaching
time between Oslo and Storm Grove
middle schools, in addition to giving
private lessons.
As Richard Ballinger funnels his students into the acclaimed orchestra program at Vero Beach High School, his
wife Nicole is prepping batches of ba-

The Storm Grove Orchestra. PHOTOS BY: GORDON RADFORD

bies for future music-making through
the Kindermusik program, offered at
Vero’s Leisure Square. Nicole Ballinger
got her training through the national
program, first by taking online courses
and then meeting in Orlando for a fourday seminar. Last week she taught an
introductory class to what will be her
second group of budding instrumentalists, leading a half-dozen babies and
toddlers and their parents through the
fundamentals of music-making.
“Babies are born having heard their
mother’s heartbeat. Internally they
have rhythm. They’re moving to a beat,”
she says. “When we move with them,
play music and use ASL (American sign
language), it engages their entire brain.
You touch all the domains that they
need to learn in: physical, emotional,
social and cognitive.”
Perched on their parents’ knees or
scooching around on a room-size rubber mat, the babies and toddlers, who

ranged in age from 6 months to 3 years,
caught on quickly to Nicole’s prompts.
Most watched raptly as Nicole passed
out various shakeable, bangable noisemakers, including bead-filled hula
hoops and plastic tambourines, and,
using song, delivered various prompts
to follow. Rattles and triangles were
traded and demanded, the earliest hint
at future battles for first chair.
As the 45-minute class drew to a close,
Richard Ballinger was making the trek
across town from Oslo to Storm Grove,
where his chamber students were assembled in the school’s spacious music
room. With his time divided between
two schools, Ballinger’s string classes
have swollen to as many as 70 kids per
class. “I delegate,” he says, when asked
how he maintains order. “The section
leaders are in charge, just as they are in
a real orchestra.”
In any moments of chaos, Richard
takes inspiration from his own mid-

Nicole Ballinger holds a Kindermusik class
at the Vero Beach Leisure Center.

dle-school strings teacher in Lakeland,
who also shuttled between schools and
managed to create an excellent orchestra program there. He went on to earn a
B.A. in music performance from Florida
Southern College.
It was just as he was preparing to
graduate that he met his future wife.
Originally from Rhode Island, Nicole
had moved to Jupiter with her family at
age 9. She and Richard had driven with
separate groups of mutual friends to a
swing dance in Orlando. Several dances
in, Richard saw Nicole standing by the
dance floor. “Why haven’t you danced
yet?” he asked. She answered: “Because
you haven’t asked me yet.”
The Ballingers are part of Florida’s
tight-knit community of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Once they married, in 2001, they
began to minister to the Haitian community in Fort Pierce, learning Creole in
addition to French. Eventually that mission brought them to Vero Beach. 
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‘Oeuvres’ due: Foosaner features ‘Woman Made’ art
BY ELLEN FISCHER
Columnist

Forty years ago I asked my college
art history teacher, Mr. Fraser, why he
didn’t include women artists in our
studies.
“Because women artists have never
created anything great,” he replied.
I am happy to report that fewer people – male art history teachers included – would express
such an opinion
today. More women
artists than ever
before are being noticed by the public
not only for their innovative ideas and
desirable works, but
also their ability
to shock and surprise the public as
Carol Goldberg.
thoroughly as their
male counterparts.
And yet, enlightened attitudes notwithstanding, women today continue to
represent but a small fraction of the artists deemed worthy of national notice.

“Women are still underrepresented
in the art world,” says Carla Funk, director of Florida Institute of Technology’s
Foosaner Art Museum in Melbourne’s
Eau Gallie arts district.
The National Museum of Women
in the Arts offers statistics to back her
up: Artworks by women make up only
3 percent to 5 percent of major permanent collections in the U.S. and Europe.
That is partly why the Foosaner’s current show, “Woman
Made: Female Artists
from the Foosaner
Collection,” is currently featured in its
galleries.
Funk, who curated the show, says
that in the 1970s
and ’80s, some art
institutions
tried
to address the under representat ion
problem by presenting women artists’ works in all-women exhibitions. There was blowback
for the concept from its inception.
By the ’90s, Funk notes, all-women

shows lost much of their appeal “because we don’t need to separate the
work of women artists from that of
male artists.”
The idea being that women’s art is
not inherently weaker than men’s. It
does not need the handicap of being
shown only in the company of other
women’s art.
That undeniable argument is still
valid, but with women artists having made baby steps instead of leaps
toward equal representation over
the past 40 years, Funk suggests
that maybe the time for all-women
shows has come again. “If MoMA and
the Pompidou can do women artists’
shows, then we can do it here,” she says.
Funk refers to the Centre Pompidou
in Paris and the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, institutions that mounted
exhibitions of woman-created art from
their permanent collections in 2009
and 2017, respectively.
Here in Florida, the Foosaner’s permanent collection show comprises
83 works by women. The examples of
painting, photography, graphics and
sculpture on display are by artists of

Volunteer Dolores Bailey. PHOTO BY: BENJAMIN THACKER

both national and regional renown.
There are also works by artists for
whom biographical information is thin
or non-existent.
Artists of national standing repreCONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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sented in the show include Alice Aycock,
Jennifer Bartlett, Janet Fish, Viola Frey,
Louise Nevelson, Dianora Niccolini
and Miriam Shapiro, among others.
Florida-based artists include Brevard
County art stars Barbara Osmundsen,
Nancy Crawford, Susan Martin, Marlis
Newman, Ellen Pavlakos, the late Ellen
Plankey and Vera Sattler; Vero Beach is
represented by a sculptural object by
the late Jacquie Fort and a landscape
painting by René Guerin.
An international aspect to the show
is provided by the photography of four
artists: Cubans Liset Castillo and Lissette Solozano; Dulce Pinzon, who is
Mexican; and Teresa Segal, an artist
born and raised in St. Augustine, who
with Solozano was part of a 2003 cultural exchange art project sponsored
by the St. Augustine-Barracoa (Cuba)
Friendship Association. In 2015, that
group made a gift to the Foosaner of the
portfolio of prints by the women, along
with works by two male colleagues.
Three notable works from Castillo
feature large-scale, austere photogravures of a pile of rice, a garlic bulb, and
a metal spoon resting on a rough-hewn
board. The images are a dignified homage to the Cubans affected by their
country’s economic crisis, or “Special
Period,” of the 1990s. Produced in 2000
by the Institute for Research in Art at
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the University of South Florida in Tampa, the prints entered the Foosaner collection as a private gift.
There is nothing timid, diminutive or
otherwise “lady-like” about the group
of works on display. Visitors to “Woman
Made” will be impressed by the size and
quality of the works here, a number of
which represent the very best of their
artists’ oeuvres.
And that goes both for the work by
the nationally celebrated women on
display as well as the regional ones.
Remember those women’s show from
the collections of the Pompidou and
MoMA that Carla Funk cited? They both
received negative press for trotting out
second-rate works by first-rate artists.
In her 2009 Guardian review of the
Pompidou show, Germaine Greer wrote,
“By lumping the major with the minor,
and by showing only minor works of
major figures, elles@centrepompidou
managed to convince too many visitors
to the exhibition that there was such a
thing as women’s art and that women
artists were going nowhere. Wrong, on
both counts.”
Perhaps it is the fact that the Foosaner is a small and university-sponsored
museum that gives it the instructive
right and responsibility to pull off a
show like this. And it succeeds.
The exhibit continues through Oct. 7. 

Coming Up: First Friday
Stroll gets to art of matter
BY SAMANTHA BAITA
Staff Writer

Here’s a pleasant way to stroll into
the weekend and enjoy Vero’s burgeoning art scene at your own, relaxed
pace: It’s the Main Street Vero Beach
First Friday Gallery Stroll, 5 p.m. to 8
p.m., along and around 14th Avenue.
There are typically refreshments and
live music here and there along the
way, and a vibe that’ll make you want
to linger. Participating galleries include:
Flametree Gallery, Island Images, Main
Street Studios, Artists Guild Gallery, Tiger Lily Gallery, Gallery 14, The Other
Half Gallery, The Highwaymen Gallery,
Art on 18th and Raw Space Gallery. Some
downtown businesses may open their
doors as well, with art, refreshments and
specials. Whether you’re strolling for the
first time, or checking out what’s new
and cool, you’ll find the First Friday Gallery Stroll enjoyable. And perhaps you’ll
extend the evening with a bit of dinner at
one of the nearby restaurants.

1

A Special Exhibition, In Memory of James Gibson
‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream.’

2

A rare (free) treat is in store for you
this coming week: Shakespeare’s
wonderful, magical comedy “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” will be performed by the renowned Cambridge
American Stage Tour (CAST) student
theater troupe Wednesday and Thursday. CAST was founded in 2000 under

the patronage of Dame Judi Dench.
Each year, the student theater troupe
takes an original Shakespearean piece
and turns it into a modern, comic performance, then tours the U.S., performing at colleges, high schools and professional theaters. The tour is being hosted
by the Laura (Riding) Jackson Foundation. Performances are 7 p.m. Wednesday at Indian River Charter High School
and 7 p.m. Thursday at Sebastian River
High School.
‘Totally Awesome
’80s Nights.’

3

It’s time to get your lupine on
again, this Friday and Saturday
at Riverside Theatre. The Labor Day
Weekend theme for Riverside’s uberpopular Howl at the Moon Experience
is “Totally Awesome ’80s Nights.” This
week’s musicians are: Howl fave Ken
Gustafson, who’s been a musician virtually all his life. Gustafson now plays
at Walt Disney World Resort and does
Howl at the Moon shows. At the opposing piano will be Brian Wilk, who’s
had leading roles in dozens of “major
motion home movies,” Wilk enjoys
pointing out. His stage persona, according to Riverside’s promo, has been
described as “Robin Williams meets
Howie Mandel.” These guys can nail
pretty much any song you can come up
with. Shows are at 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. both nights. Tickets are $16/$22;
or $30 for show ticket, fire-grilled
sandwich or salad, cocktail or beverage, and dessert. Call first. 

Certified Collision
Repair Center
The A.E. Backus Museum marks the passing of beloved Florida Highwaymen
artist, James Gibson, with a tribute exhibition of his artwork. The paintings,
spanning Gibson’s prolific career, are available for purchase. The Museum
will donate 10% of sales to Gibson’s Scholarship Foundation.

This is a rare opportunity to pay your respects to this artist
and acquire a piece of history.
The exhibit will open Saturday, August 26 and runs through
September 17. Museum summer hours are
Saturday, 10-4, Sunday noon - 4, Closed Monday - Friday

772.465.0630

A.E. Backus Museum 500 N. Indian River Drive, Fort Pierce

Visit our website at: www.backusmuseum.com
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Bonz: AmbassaDog Kuma is just ‘plane’ awesome
Hi Dog Buddies!

airport service business up in the Panhandle.”
I nodded and made a quick note-toself: “Google panhandle.”
“One of my favorite humans, Lori, is
our airport’s Director of Communications. Back before I met her, she thought
our airport should have an AmbassaDog, too, to greet passengers – grownups an liddle kids; help people who are
Nervous Flyers be not so nervous; attend
the occasional airport board meeting,
an Speshul Events an stuff. They hadda
mascot pooch,

This week I met a ceLEBrity pooch,
Kuma Fallon. Kuma’s a real pretty Black
Lab, an you’ll never guess what her job
is: She’s the Official AmbassaDog for the
Orlando Melbourne International Airport. Cool Kibbles, right?
I met Kuma at her Mom and Dad’s pilot shop, right at the airport. She’s there
every day, so she can zip right
over to the terminal.
She has so much energy and enthusiasm, I
wudda thought she was a
younger pooch if I didn’t
already know she was 10.
After she introduced
her Mom and Dad, Kristina and Derek, she told me
her story, which had some
sad parts, but also some
happy ones.
“My Mommy and Daddy
adopted me from the huACKER
mane society in Fort LauNJAMIN TH
PHOTO BE
.
b
a
L
k
c
derdale when I was just a
llon, Bla
Kuma Fa
3-month-old fluffball. We
moved up here a few years
but she lived too
ago. I’ve always had a lotta
far away. So they started lookin’ for Just
energy, an I’ve been workin’
here with Mommy and Daddy almost The Right Dog.
“Then a terrible thing happened. Last
my whole life, greetin’ an stuff. Mommy
says I was ram-BUNK-shus when I was year, Lori’s husbun Bobby, who was a
liddle. I’ve always loved playin’ with pilot, got in a crash an went to Heaven.
other pooches an humans, ’speshully One day, me an Mommy and Daddy
liddle humans, an those weird lookin’ were workin’ in our shop and this lady
came in we hadn’t met before. It was
pooches Mommy calls ‘cats.’”
“So how’dja get to be AmbassaDog?” I Lori. She just wanted to be around pilot
asked, checking to make sure I had extra stuff. I didn’t know her, but the minute
she walked in I could tell she was sad, so
pencils.
“It started when the human in charge I came right up an offered a frenly paw
of the Whole Airport saw a pickshur of an as much of a hug as I could. Somea pooch who was AmbassaDog for an how, I knew it’d be OK with her. I didn’t

ree-lize it then, but the airport had
found it’s AmbassaDog.”
I had to stop taking notes and wipe my
eyes. “So then what happened?” I managed.
“Mommy an Daddy agreed that I
could go through Special Airport Training to get my certificate, sorta like Comfort Dog School, but ’specially for the
airport. But first, Lori hadda conduct an
innerview: I went to her office and we
walked right out by where the airplanes
were! It was exciting, but I remained
calm. I wasn’t scared One Bit, even
at Security, an at the gate, an EVEN
when a big Delta plane started its
engines!”
“Woof!” I said.
“That’s cuz I’ve been around airplanes all my life. Me an Daddy
fly up an down the coast in our
Cessna 172. He says I have more
hours in the air than a lotta pilots do. I have my own seat, and
my own headset. I love lookin’
out the window. You should see
how little bitty everything gets.
It’s aMAzing! Then it all gets big
again when we land.
“So, anyway, I passed my
airport training with a school
called Off The Leash, an, just
last month, there was this special ceremony for ME, in the concourse area. It
was a Big Deal, with a buncha Important
Officials, an passengers an reporters an
photographers an everything! I walked
up a ramp with this Very Serious music
called ‘Pomp an Circumstance’ playin’.
Then I received my AmbassaDog Certificate from the Airport Authority Director of Operations an everybody clapped
and I became the official Orlando Melbourne International Airport AmbassaDog! I shook paws with a buncha people, an we had refreshments – pupcakes
– an gave out dog biscuits for the passengers’ dogs. Now, my AKC-registered

name is Kuma ‘The Airport Dog’ Fallon!
I have an official ID badge for my collar,
shaped like a bone, with a pickshur of
me wearin’ my headset. Just yesterday,
I attended an airport board meeting,
an the Vice Mayor of Melbourne herself
gave me a yummy dog biscuit!”
“Shut the Doghouse Door!” I exclaimed. “That’s one Serious Dog Biscuit!”
“I Know! Right?” Kuma agreed. “An
I’ve already helped some people. This
one man scratched me behind my ear,
which is my totally favorite place to be
scratched. When I thanked him, he
thanked me back, an said he’d been
feeling gloomy an I made him feel much
better. That made me proud.”
“You’re really something, Miss Kuma,”
I told her earnestly. “Whaddya do when
you’re off work?”
“I got lotsa toys, but I’m more into
bones. I play with my frens at the dog
park. The most fun’s playin’ with my
little human brother an sister, Caleb an
Sarah. It’s like we’re all puppies! I also
watch my favorite TV show, ‘Paw Patrol,’
on Nickelodeon. And I chase armadillos
outta the yard at night. It’s my duty as a
member of the family.”
Heading home, I was picksurin’
Kuma, soaring through the clouds in
her designated seat, wearin’ her headset, lookin’ down at the tiny world. I bet
it’s pretty from up there.
Till next time,

The Bonz
Don’t Be Shy

We are always looking for pets
with interesting stories.
To set up an interview, email
bonzothecolumnist@gmail.com.

TINY IMPLANTED PUMP WORKS
WONDERS DURING HEART SURGERY
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Implanted pump works wonders during heart surgery
BY TOM LLOYD
Staff Writer

Dr. Dinesh Patel is a cardiac surgery
specialist whose skills are so soughtafter that he performs procedures at
hospitals in Melbourne (Health First),
Jacksonville (Memorial Hospital and St.
Vincent’s Medical Center) and at Sebastian River Medical Center.
One of the procedures he performs is
implanting a heart pump called the Impella, which is the smallest in the world.
The pump, which is usually used for a
short period while the heart is being
surgically repaired, is manufactured by
medical device maker Abiomed, developer of the first-ever total replacement
artificial heart.
The International Journal of Angiology as well as the U.S. National Library of
Medicine say these Impella pumps are
“miniaturized, percutaneously-inserted ventricular assist devices, or VADs”
which, in plain English, means they are
heart pumps that are small enough to
be inserted through the skin and along
the arteries rather than by cutting the

ARNP Jennifer Konowitz and Dr. Dinesh Patel of the SRMC catheterization laboratory.

PHOTOS: DENISE RITCHIE

When It Comes To Healthcare,
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chest open to access the heart.
Their mission is to stabilize potentially life-threatening circulatory problems.
Patel says their journey begins by
going in through the femoral artery,
up into the heart and then descending
into the lower chambers of the heart to
temporarily take over pumping blood.
“Basically,” Patel explains, “they help
the heart, the left ventricle, pump blood
[more] efficiently.”
A quick brush-up on cardio physiology might be useful here.
There are four chambers inside the
heart. The lower chambers are called
the ventricles. The lower-left ventricle
is the heart’s main pumping chamber,
though both the left and right ventricles
can get “overworked” to an extent that
leads to heart failure.
Indeed, heart failure occurs when
blood cannot be efficiently pumped in
or out of the heart. Failure can occur via
a fast or a slow progression. The heart
muscle attempts to make up for inefficiency by getting larger in order to hold
more blood and the strain of attempting
to maintain the same volume of blood
being pumped can – in laymen’s terms
– simply be too much for the muscle to
handle.
According to the Texas Heart institute, “In most patients, heart failure
occurs because the left ventricle fails.
As heart failure progresses, the stress
on the left ventricle becomes so great
that it cannot send enough blood to the
body’s other organs. When medicines
and pacemakers no longer help the
heart, patients need a heart transplant
or a mechanical pump.”
The Journal of Angiology’s assessment of the Impella pumps is simple
and to the point. “These devices,” it
says, “have proved easy to implant, performed well and were associated with a
low rate of adverse events.”
According to Patel, Impella pumps
are most commonly employed under
two sets of circumstances.
First, he says, is when “somebody
has what we call cardiac arrest or car-

diogenic shock and the second use is if
the patient has a blockage,” inside the
arteries of the heart.
“For any kind of acute heart attack,”
Patel continues, “what we call an ‘ST elevation myocardial infarction’ – that’s
the name of one kind of heart attack –
the artery is completely blocked off. In
that situation it’s always an emergency
and we have to open that artery up
within 90 minutes. While doing that, we
use this pump.”
Here, Jennifer Konowitz of the SRMC
catheterization lab joins the conversation, saying these pumps “allow the
heart rest. So it’s working while their
hearts can rest and repair” while [the
pump] creates better blood flow.”
She adds that the device is typically
left “in for 24 to 48 hours.”
“The most common use is for shortterm duration because, remember, the
way it goes to the artery in the leg is
through a tube – which is a sizable tube
– and that can occlude the blood flow,”
Patel says. “That can form a blood clot
while this tube is in and when the pump
is in you have to give patient a blood
thinner. So all those things could be an
issue, you know?”
Konowitz then volunteers that – on
rare occasions – Impella devices can
also play a key role in patient transports.
“Sometimes patients need surgeries
that maybe we don’t offer in this hospital or in this area and they need to be
transported out,” she says. “We just had
a patient not too long ago who needed
a highly specialized surgery in Gainesville. The Impella really helped give us
that time for air transport.”
Patel concurs. The Impella devices are, he says, “a nice bridge for us.
We can provide the care that we can
do here, but then if the patient needs
something highly specialized, they can
still get that excellent care at a center
that specializes in that and still have
this life-saving device on board.”
Dr. Dinesh Patel is in practice with Dr.
Charles Croft at 1402 Oak Street in Melbourne. The phone number is 321-7223288. 
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No time to ‘waist’ in fight against overfat pandemic
BY MARIA CANFIELD
Correspondent

You may think a healthy body type
is measured by the pounds you see on
your home scale, or by your body mass
index (BMI) as calculated in your doctor’s office. And while that may in part
be true, there is another factor that
needs to be considered – it is called
“overfat.”

Overfat is a term coined by researchers writing in the journal Frontiers in
Public Health to describe excessive
body fat that builds up in certain parts
of the body – particularly the belly –
posing significant health risks. Overfat
can affect people whose weight is considered normal; in fact, up to 50 percent
of those considered to have too much
overfat may have BMI measurements
that are in the normal range.

SRMC

Registered dietitian Samantha Lynch.

PHOTO: DENISE RITCHIE
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The researchers point out that being overfat is directly associated with
serious health conditions such as insulin resistance (a possible precursor to diabetes), high blood pressure,
heart disease, stroke and even cancer.
“The [study] results are staggering,”
says Samantha Lynch, MS, RDN, LDN,
a registered dietitian and nutritionist
with a private practice in Vero Beach.
The study, consisting of a review
of existing research, focused on 30 of
the world’s most developed countries
and found that the prevalence of overfat adults and children is “extremely
high.” Alarmingly, the researchers
concluded that 90 percent of men, 80
percent of women, and 50 percent of
children in the United States carry
excessive overfat, making it a “pandemic.”
“We have a significant body fat
health crisis in our country and seeing these high percentages confirms
its seriousness and prevalence,” Lynch
says. She adds she was glad to see the
study confirms BMI is not a reliable
measure of excess of body fat, saying,
“In the 10 years I have been practicing
I have never used BMI to assess my patients.”
Paul B. Laursen, the lead author of
the study and a professor at the Auckland University of Technology in New
Zealand, says, “As an unfulfilled public
health action, it is crucial to clinically
identify individuals who are overfat in
order to implement successful treatment and prevention strategies.”
Belly fat – officially called “visceral”
fat – is fat that surrounds the liver and
other organs in the abdomen. Here
are a few of the primary causes for the
increase in this most-dangerous fat;
some are more obvious than others:
 Sugary foods and beverages. Highfructose corn syrup is the primary
culprit; sugar-sweetened beverages
may be especially problematic, as they
make it easy to consume large doses of
sugar in a short period of time.
 Alcohol. Some studies have shown
that alcohol suppresses fat burning
and that excess calories from alcohol
are partly stored as belly fat (think
“beer belly”).
 Low protein diets. Diets low in
protein are less filling, leading to an
increase in calorie intake. Additionally, low-protein diets have higher
levels of a hormone called NPY, which
increases appetite and promotes the
gain of belly fat.
 Inactivity. Even after intentional
weight loss, a lack of activity can lead
to the regain of belly fat; this can be
prevented by exercise, either “resistance” (which forces your skeletal
muscles to contract) or aerobic. Vero’s
Lynch says, “Brisk walking for about 20
minutes a day after your biggest meal
helps lower blood-sugar levels and can

reduce your belly fat by 1 inch in about
four weeks.”
 Stress. Stress itself can drive overeating, and it also causes an increase in
the production of the hormone cortisol.
Cortisol promotes the storage of belly
fat.
 Not enough sleep. Studies have
shown that short or poor-quality sleep
may lead to weight gain, including the
accumulation of belly fat.
Lynch adds that including more soluble fiber in your diet can reduce belly
fat. “It helps you feel more satiated,
therefore you eat less. It also helps to
regulate blood sugar.” Top food sources

of soluble fiber include beans, oat cereals, vegetables (Brussels sprouts and
asparagus especially), fruit (oranges,
apricots and apples are the highest in
soluble fiber) and flaxseeds, which can
be sprinkled on foods.
If you look at traditional BMI measurements, it appears that obesity rates
have plateaued in the United States
in recent years; however, rates of abdominal obesity have been on the rise.
Abdominal fat is measured by waist
circumference: the researchers advise that people measure their waistline and compare it to their height. A
waistline that is 50 percent or more of

height is an indication of being overfat.
For example, in a man who is 5-feet-10
(70 inches), a waistline of more than 35
inches could be cause for concern.
Lynch has simple but powerful advice for the community: “Buy a tape
measure if you don’t already have one,
and check your waist circumference
(measured at your belly button) monthly. This is a cheap, easy and much more
reliable measure of detrimental fat than
BMI or the number on the scale.”
Samantha Lynch’s office is located at
4445 Hwy A1A, Suite 239, in Vero Beach.
She can also be reached via her website:
www.samanthalynchnutrition.com. 
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Once Mexico's glamorous resort city.
Now, its murder capital
– From the crescent
bay and swaying palms, the taxi drivers of Acapulco need just 10 minutes
to reach this other, plundered world.
Here, in a neighborhood called Renacimiento, a pharmacy is smeared with
gang graffiti. Market stalls are charred by
fire. Taco stands and dentists' offices,
hair salons and auto-body workshops –
all stand empty behind roll-down metal
gates.
On Friday afternoons, however, the
parking lot at the Oxxo convenience
store in this brutalized barrio buzzes
to life. Dozens of taxi drivers pull up.
It's time to pay the boys.
When the three young gunmen drive
up in a white Nissan Tsuru, Armando, a
55-year-old cabbie, scribbles his fourdigit taxi number on a scrap of paper,
folds it around a 100-peso note and slips
it into their black plastic bag. This is his
weekly payment to Acapulco's criminal
underworld – about $5, or roughly half
what he earns in a day.
"They have the power," said Armando, who identified himself only by his
first name because he feared reprisal.
"They can do whatever they want."
For each of the past five years, Acapulco has been the deadliest city in
Mexico, in a marathon of murder that

has hollowed out the hillside neighborhoods and sprawling colonias
that tourists rarely visit. And yet, the
term "drug war" only barely describes
what is going on here.
The dominant drug cartel in Acapulco

sentatives from larger drug cartels who
contract them for jobs. The gang members are young men who often become
specialists – extortionists, kidnappers,
car thieves, assassins – and prey on a
largely defenseless population.
"They kill barbers, tailors, mechanics, tinsmiths, taxi drivers," said Joaquin Badillo, who runs a private se-

City Coroners remove a body from Barranca de la Laja, an impoverished neighborhood.

and the state of Guerrero broke up a decade ago. The criminals now in charge
resemble neighborhood gangs, with
names like 221 or Los Locos. An estimated 20 or more of these groups operate in Acapulco, intermixed with repre-

curity company in the city. "This has
turned into a monster with 100 heads."
Mexico is halfway through what
may become the bloodiest year in its
recent history, with more than 12,000
murders in the first six months of 2017.

June was the deadliest month in the
past two decades of consistent Mexican government statistics.
There are many theories on why
violence, which dropped for two
years after the 2012 election of President Enrique Peña Nieto, has roared
back: competition for the domain of
captured kingpins; the breakdown
of secret agreements between criminals and politicians; a judicial reform
requiring more evidence to lock up
suspected lawbreakers; the growing
American demand for heroin, meth
and synthetic opiates. Whatever the
primary cause, the result has been
terrifying – a disintegration of order
across growing swaths of this country.
Violence is spreading to new places
and taking many forms. In Puebla,
south of Mexico City, a fight rages over
the sale of stolen fuel. Beach towns such
as Cancun and Playa del Carmen have
been bloodied by drug killings. The battle for human-smuggling routes leaves
bodies strewn along the migrant trail.
In Acapulco, the faded playground of
Hollywood stars, where the Kennedys
honeymooned and John Wayne basked
in the clifftop breeze, drugs are no longer even the main story. This is a place
awash in crime of all stripes, where
criminals no longer have to hide.
When Evaristo opened his restaurant along Acapulco's seaside strip
15 years ago, drugs were plentiful,
and that was just fine with him. Acapulco has always been a party town,
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and became a transit point for U.S.bound Colombian cocaine and the
opium poppy that bloomed along with
marijuana in the state's highlands. The
dominant traffickers were the Beltran
Leyva brothers of the Sinaloa Cartel.
"What the Beltran Leyvas were doing was selling drugs," said Evaristo,
who identified himself only by his first
name, for fear of reprisal. "But they left
us alone."
For Evaristo, and many other Acapulco residents, the city's descent into
lawlessness began with the events
at La Garita. A brazen January 2006
shootout in that central neighborhood
left flaming vehicles and bodies in the
street and became part of the city's
lore, as much as the iconic cliff divers and the Hollywood stars who once
passed through town.
That gun battle also made one thing
clear: National-level cartels were active in Acapulco – in this case the
Sinaloa cartel, allied with the Beltran
Leyvas, and the expansionist Zetas.
And they were willing to use tremendous violence against each other.
"That's when all this began," Evaristo recalled.
Over the next decade, as then-President Felipe Calderón declared war
on organized crime, Mexican security
forces and their U.S. allies picked off
cartel bosses and kingpins, splintering
their organizations.
In Acapulco, the result has become
a kaleidoscope of feuding criminals.
After the killing of a powerful Beltran
Leyva brother in 2009, rival factions
emerged, with names like the Independent Cartel of Acapulco, the South
Pacific Cartel and La Barredora. Contenders joined the fray from ascendant
heroin-trafficking groups and crime
organizations from other cities.
With the loss of all-powerful cartel bosses who had tightly controlled
their criminal empires, drug gangs
moved increasingly into other crimes,
such as kidnapping and extortion.
Some 2,000 businesses have closed
in the past few years, according to
trade associations, driven away by
crime and a withering economy. The
bulk of the devastation has come in
the poorer, inland neighborhoods, but
the tourist strip has not been spared.
Gone are Hooters and the Hard Rock
Cafe, along with famed local spots such
as El Alebrije nightclub and Plaza Las
Peroglas, a shopping mall. An accountant whose clients included restaurant
owners, doctors, and mechanics said
that about 70 percent of them had
closed their businesses in the past year
because of extortion.
"Today, in Acapulco, this problem has
given us mass psychosis," said Alejandro
Martinez Sidney, president of the Federation of Chambers of Commerce, Services and Tourism in Guerrero, which

represents more than 8,000 businesses. "We are frozen, waiting for someone to come and demand our money."
Last September, five gunmen walked
into Evaristo's restaurant, asking for
the phone number of the owner. After
he said he wouldn't pay extortion, the

He has cut back on advertising and
maintenance to cover the payments.
Two of his private security guards were
riddled with bullets from a passing car
one night in May and survived the attack. If this keeps up, he will close down.
"My life is at risk," Evaristo said.

Residents and tourists play in the Pacific Ocean at La Caleta, a popular Acapulco beach.

Acapulco’s hotel vacancies are high, and many establishments are in a state of disrepair.

Police look for spent shell casings at the scene of a homicide in Colonia Santa Cruz.

men returned and put their guns to the
heads of the staff, saying they would
burn down the restaurant with everyone
inside it, the restaurant owner recalled.
Since then, Evaristo has paid 40,000
pesos per month (about $2,200).

Mexico's crime gangs have not just
proliferated, they behave differently
than in past decades.
Criminals have begun to show less
allegiance to a single organization - acting more like freelance subcontractors.

"They hire you for your expertise;
they're not going to develop you as a
human resource," said Cecilia Farfán,
a scholar at the Instituto Tecnologico
Autonomy de Mexico, or ITAM, who
specializes in organized crime and is
doing research in Acapulco.
The victims of Acapulco's violence
come in many forms: those caught in
feuds between criminal bands; businessmen who don't pay extortion;
those who cross the invisible boundaries between drug gang territory. The situation has become so confused - with
criminals staking out overlapping domains - that residents often complain
about being forced to pay off two or
three different groups. People die over
mistaken identity or as bystanders.
On one recent night, an overflow
crowd waited silently on sidewalk
benches outside an Acapulco funeral
parlor. Gerardo Flores Camarena, 57, a
hotel bartender, couldn't stay seated.
He paced back and forth in anguish as
he spoke into his cellphone.
"The killers thought they were from another group," he told a relative. "They got
confused. Can you imagine: confused."
The day before, his brother, Ricardo, 42, an ambulance driver, and Gerardo's two teenage grandsons had
been found in the trunk of their Nissan Sentra. They had suffered a type
of torture known as the "tourniquet":
wires cinched around their necks to
the point of suffocation.
A note left with the bodies said this
is what happens to car thieves. But the
Nissan had belonged to the family.
"We feel powerless against what is
happening in this city," Flores said.
When Mayor Evodio Velázquez Aguirre took office in October 2015, he
said, the municipal police force was
"totally out of control."
Half the 1,500 officers had failed federal vetting and background checks.
The police had spent much of 2014
on strike to protest salaries and benefits, leaving state and federal forces
in charge.
The mayor said that his administration has provided the police with life
insurance, housing, new cameras and
vehicles. There is also a new, separate
tourist police force with jaunty uniforms to attend to travelers.
"Acapulco is on its feet," the mayor
said in an interview.
But last year, there were 918 killings
in the city of 700,000, the most murders of any Mexican city for the fifth
straight year. During the first half of
this year, the local El Sur newspaper
lists 466 murders.
Adm. Juan Guillermo Fierro Rocha,
the commander in Acapulco for the
Mexican navy, which has a critical role
fighting cartels, told El Sur this month
that criminals are lashing out because
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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Life on John’s Island, a magnificent private paradise surrounded by miles of Intracoastal Waterway and pristine beaches.
Embodying the island’s beauty and spirit, the 1,650± acre community offers three championship golf courses, 17 Har-tru tennis
courts, squash, pickleball, croquet, health & fitness center, spectacular Beach Club, newly renovated Clubhouse, vertical equity
memberships and more. Treasured by families that live and play here, come discover why John’s Island is simply the place to be.

Exclusively John’s Island | JohnsIslandRealEstate.com

Follow us on

Robert M. Gibb, Broker : Judy Bramson : Jeannette W. Mahaney : Ba Stone : Terry Crowley : Michael Merrill : Kristen Yoshitani
Open 7 days a week : 1 John’s Island Drive : Vero Beach, Florida 32963

Exclusively John’s Island

Luxurious 5BR Retreat On Largest Oceanfront Lot In JI

Private 4BR+Lib/5.5BA Riverfront Retreat, 1.49± Acres

Newly Renovated 4BR/5.5BA Soundfront Home Along Cove

14,574± GSF, Breathtaking Ocean Views, Summer Kitchen

7,027± GSF, Lap Pool, Breathtaking Indian River Views

5,074± GSF, Private Setting, Pool, Boat Dock, Near S. Gate

1st Floor Master, Double-Height Living Rm., Pool, Elevator

180 Feet River Frontage, Gracious Living Areas, Dock

Custom Finishes, Gourmet Island Kitchen, Hardwood Floors

692 Ocean Road : $12,500,000

45 Dove Plum Road : $6,475,000

421 Sabal Palm Lane : $3,975,000

Gorgeous, Private 4BR/5BA Courtyard Retreat On .39± Acres

Captivating 1.83± Acre Homesite On Gem Island

Renovated & Private 4BR/3.5BA Retreat On Lake Reams

4,255± SF, Lavish Tropical Gardens, Pool, Updated Baths

Boat Dock, Exquisite John’s Island Sound Views

5,402± GSF, Peaceful Pool & Lake Views, New Spa, Den

Gourmet Kitchen, Cabana, 2-Car Garage, Near Beach & Gate

Private Location, Build Your Custom Dream Home

Updated Gourmet Kitchen, New Luxurious Master Bath

21 Dove Shell Lane : $3,250,000

60 Gem Island Drive : $3,150,000

295 Coconut Palm Road : $2,750,000

Desirable 3BR/3BA On Quiet Cul-de-sac, Pool, Den

Handsome 2BR/2.5BA South Village Townhouse

Island House 1BR/1BA Suites Next To Beach Club

3,404± GSF, Multiple Fairway Views, SW Exposure

1,300± SF, Gorgeous Fairway Views, Large Terrace

New Listing #135 : 590± SF, Oceanfront : $350,000

Central Location, Awaiting Your Personal Touches

1-Car Garage, Private Pool & Tennis, Near South Gate

#218 : Furnished, 590± SF, SW Exposure : $175,000

255 Llwyd’s Lane : $1,495,000

431 Silver Moss Drive #105 : $375,000

#217 : Furnished, 590± SF, SW Exposure : $175,000
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INSIGHT COVER STORY
Guillermo Perez drives his taxi in Acapulco. More than 130 cabbies were slain in
Acapulco last year. Perez pays a weekly protection fee to stay safe.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 31

they are "cornered," and that he expects a decrease soon.
But Mexican authorities have failed
for years to halt Acapulco's slide.
Some 5,000 security forces are in
Acapulco, and the coastal sliver of
hotels and restaurants brims with
federal and state police, soldiers, marines and municipal forces. This attention to the tourist strip, however,
leaves the vast majority of the city exposed, residents say.
Mexican police have been hobbled
by corruption for decades, and Acapulco has been no exception. Alfredo
Álvarez Valenzuela, who oversaw the
Acapulco police for five months until
May 2014, told the Mexican newspaper
Reforma last year: "The municipal police don't work for organized crime; the
municipal police are organized crime."
But the problem goes beyond corruption. Mexican municipal police traditionally have had little training, low
pay, poor equipment and little capacity
to do investigations. Federal police and

Bottom left: The
“Zona de Tolerancia,”
or Zone of Tolerance
once a thriving nightclub and red light district, now lies nearly
abandoned.

the army often lack street-level knowledge of cities and their crime gangs.
Juan Salgado, an expert on police
reform at CIDE, a Mexican research
center, said that police are reluctant to
visit some neighborhoods in Acapulco because they are outgunned and
frightened.
"I'm not sure if crime would increase
if the whole municipal police department in Acapulco disappeared," Salgado said. "They are so inefficient in
stopping crime I don't think it would
make a huge difference."
Meanwhile, many people refuse to
press charges out of concern the information will leak back to their tormentors. That makes investigating crimes
all the more difficult.
On a recent afternoon, a man wearing a cowboy hat and carrying an assault rifle stood in plain sight on the
main boulevard in the Emiliano Zapata neighborhood, five miles from
Acapulco Bay.
At his feet on the pavement lay another young man, barefoot and curled
in the fetal position, his hair matted
with blood. The man with the assault
rifle kicked him repeatedly and savagely, then walked calmly back to his
white pickup truck. A federal police
truck rolled past, but it didn't stop.
Taxi drivers operate at the intersection of Acapulco's troubles: They
have a shrinking number of tourists
as clients, and navigate more dangerous streets. Some have become part of
the crime world themselves, working
as gang spotters (voluntarily or under
duress), or moving drugs or weapons
in their cars.
More than 130 taxi drivers were slain
in Acapulco last year, making them
about eight times more likely to get murdered than the average city resident.
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INSIGHT COVER STORY
Teens with guns often commandeer taxis in Renacimiento for hours
or days. They burn taxis to enforce
their warnings. Guillermo Perez, 40, a
taxi driver, putters around the neighborhood in a 1995 Volkswagen Beetle,
its windshield cracked and uphol-

stery ripped out, leaving his newer
car hidden at home. He no longer
picks up strangers, driving only clients he knows.
"People are terrified," he said.
Years ago, ferrying around tourists
used to be enjoyable, he said, even

lucrative work – $100 for a day shift,
more at night.
"It was so different: It was Acapulco," he said. "People were out in the
streets. We all lived from tourism."
The wealthy can leave or build
homes with elaborate security sys-

tems, but the poor are exposed. And
so Perez, like many of the 20,000 taxi
drivers in Acapulco, pays his weekly
fee for protection, even though he receives none.
"If 100 pesos a week is what it costs
to stay alive," he said, "I'll pay." 
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Why Florida farmers want to kill NAFTA
BY ALAN BJERGA | BLOOMBERG

Duette, a tiny Florida farm town about two hours
due west of Vero Beach, averages about 52 inches
of annual rainfall. This year it’s ahead of schedule,
with 63 inches since June, when the rainy season
began. For Gary Reeder and other tomato farmers, that’s slowed down everything and threatened
their ability to bring the harvest in on time.
“We’re way behind on spraying. We’re behind
on everything,” Reeder says as his F-150 pickup
churns through ankle-deep mud. But too much
rain isn’t Reeder’s biggest worry — it’s Mexico. “We
can handle the weather,” he says. “It’s harder to
beat unfair competition.”
As U.S. trade representatives sit down with their
Canadian and Mexican counterparts to renegotiate the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), fruit and vegetable farmers in the Southeast have emerged as a staunch component of the
anti-free-trade movement.
That’s put them at odds with much of the U.S.
agriculture industry, which has long been one of
the biggest advocates — and beneficiaries — of
NAFTA. Since 1994, the year the agreement went
into effect, exports of staple crops such as corn,
soybeans, and wheat have more than quadrupled.
But outside the U.S. Grain Belt in the Midwest,
NAFTA has harmed U.S. fruit and vegetable farmers, who’ve struggled to maintain market share in
the face of cheaper Mexican produce.
Florida, where crops can be harvested in the
dead of winter, has emerged as the epicenter of
anti-Nafta sentiment in U.S. agriculture. Located
farther south than California, Florida made yearround fruits and vegetables possible in U.S. grocery stores. “There were times of the year when
Florida vegetables fed the whole nation,” says Reggie Brown, executive vice president of the Florida
Tomato Exchange, a grower group. “Everyone else
has a frost. We can still produce.”
Increasingly, though, the fruits and vegetables

Americans buy come from Mexico, not Florida.
While annual U.S. tomato consumption has risen
61 percent since 1994, to 6.9 billion pounds, domestic production has fallen 11 percent, to 3.2 billion pounds, according to government data.
Meanwhile, Mexican tomato imports have quadrupled, to 3.57 billion pounds, and strawberry
imports have risen sixfold, to 568 million pounds.
This has led to a rash of fruit and vegetable farm
bankruptcies across Florida.
Mexico’s lower labor costs are a major concern
for a producer such as Reeder; he, unlike an Illinois
corn farmer who can harvest thousands of acres
alone with his tractor, needs 500 fieldworkers to
pick 600 acres of tomatoes by hand.
Says Brown: “I understand that people will say if
Mexico can grow it cheaper, let them produce it.
But there are small towns depending on this, and
as an American, that is my first and foremost concern.”
It’s not only labor costs that make it cheaper to
grow fruit in Mexico. Pesticide rules also differ, another competitive disadvantage for fruit and vegetable farmers whose crops need more hands-on care
than genetically modified grain and oilseed crops.
“When people think of farming, they think of
corn and soybeans,” Reeder says. “People have
no idea what it takes to get a tomato on a grocery
shelf. [Corn] farmers have a whole different set of
interests, and that’s why we end up on the outside
of this debate.”
Florida growers have a list of demands they’d
like a new trade deal to address, including putting
quotas on Mexican imports, aligning Mexico’s food
safety and environmental rules with the U.S.’s,
raising wages for Mexican workers, and demanding the country cut its farm subsidies.
Mexico’s government says wages are off the table
and that the nation has always cooperated with the
U.S. on food safety issues. “Attempting to restrict
Mexican imports to the U.S. market through managed trade schemes [is] totally rejected by Mexico,”

said Raúl Urteaga Trani, general coordinator of international affairs for Mexico’s agriculture ministry.
The last thing U.S. farm lobbyists want is for
Florida’s problems to hold up a NAFTA renegotiation or to change the status quo too much. Mexico
has become the top buyer of U.S. corn, by far the
most valuable crop in the U.S.
Although farm groups would like any new trade
deal to be reached quickly, they acknowledge the
concerns of Florida growers. “We do have a problem in Florida,” says Zippy Duvall, president of
the American Farm Bureau Federation, the biggest
U.S. farmer group. But he says the state’s issues
have to be balanced with the interests of the rest
of the country.
Florida farmers’ strongest ally may be President
Trump. As NAFTA negotiations kicked off on Aug.
16, U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer
said Trump isn’t looking for “a mere tweaking of a
few provisions” and that “Nafta has fundamentally
failed many Americans and needs major improvements.”
Trump’s NAFTA focus has been on the loss of
American manufacturing jobs, largely in the U.S.
Rust Belt, but Florida’s status as a crucial swing
state may help its farmers get his attention.
Their plight has taken on more political importance in the state, particularly as Florida’s agriculture commissioner, Adam Putnam, has emerged
as the front-runner for Florida’s Republican nomination for governor in 2018. Putnam, who advised
Mitt Romney on trade and agriculture issues during his 2012 presidential campaign, has taken Mexico to task for the alleged dumping of fruits and
vegetables in the U.S.
Back on his farm in Duette, Reeder says Florida
growers are watching the NAFTA debates as closely
as the weather forecast. “We don’t have a choice
on whether to fight this,” he says. “This is tomato
country. We’ll keep fighting as hard as we can until
we can’t do it anymore.” 

Millions of Americans are living with the hepatitis virus but most don’t
know they are infected. In some types of hepatitis, as long as a person
has the virus, he or she can spread it to others.

Loss of appetite
Mild fever
Nausea
Tan-colored bowel movements
Yellowish eyes and skin (jaundice) (may appear only after other
symptoms have started to go away)

While hepatitis A is spread by eating food and drinking beverages that have
been contaminated with the feces of an infected person or by coming in
close contact with a person who has hepatitis A, hepatitis B and hepatitis C
are spread mainly through infected blood, semen or other body fluids.

DIAGNOSIS

HEPATITIS B

Usually hepatitis B goes away on its own if you rest, eat healthy foods,
drink plenty of water and avoid alcohol and drugs. Tell your doctor what
medications and herbal products you take; some can make liver damage
caused by hepatitis B worse.

Hepatitis B is a virus that infects the liver. While most cases are acute
(short term) and patients get better on their own, in chronic (longterm) cases, the infection can cause serious liver damage, necessitating a liver transplant. Fortunately, only about 5 percent of adults with
hepatitis B develop the chronic form.

RISK FACTORS

You may get hepatitis B if you:
 Get a tattoo or piercing with tools that weren’t sterilized
 Have sex with an infected person without using a condom
 Share needles (used for injecting drugs) with an infected person
 Share personal items like razors or toothbrushes with an infected
person
You cannot get hepatitis B from casual contact such as coughing, sneezing, hugging, kissing or by sharing food or drinks.

SYMPTOMS

Many people don’t have any symptoms. Those that do may feel like
they have the flu. Symptoms include:
 Dark-colored urine
 Fatigue
 Headache

A simple blood test can tell your doctor if you have the hepatitis B
virus now or if you’ve had it in the past.

TREATMENT

Most people with hepatitis B can live active, full lives by following healthy
routines and getting regular check-ups. While medications to treat hepatitis B are available, they may not be right for everyone. If you are one of
the few diagnosed with chronic hepatitis B, ask your doctor if you would
be considered a candidate.

PREVENTION

The best way to prevent hepatitis B is to get the hepatitis B vaccine. Developed in the 1980s, the vaccine is administered through a series of
three or four shots. There is also a vaccine that protects against both
hepatitis B and hepatitis A.
To avoid getting or spreading the virus to others, use a condom when
you have sex, wear latex or plastic gloves if you have to touch blood and
steer clear of other “risk factors” noted above. 
Your comments and suggestions for future topics are always
welcome. Email us at editor@32963staff.com.
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INSIGHT BOOK REVIEW

As Ken Burns put it in the subtitle of
his 2009 documentary on the national
parks, they are “America’s best idea.”
In “Wonderlandscape,” an energetic
and insightful new book on Yellowstone, journalist John Clayton shows
that, at least as applied to America’s
first national park, the “best idea” has
been an evolving one.
Several men claimed to have
hatched the notion of designating
federal land in Wyoming, Montana
and Idaho as a national park. The
semiofficial credit – the nod given
by Yellowstone’s influential superintendent Horace Albright at the park’s
50th birthday party in 1922 – went to
attorney Cornelius Hedges. In 1870,
Hedges took part in a fireside conversation in which several other wellheeled sightseers discussed filing legal claims to the canyons and geysers
they had been exploring. As reported
by a witness, Hedges argued that

COMING ATTRACTIONS!

“there ought to be no private ownership of any portion of that region, but
that the whole of it ought to be set
apart as a great National Park.” He
may have had in mind the counterexample of Niagara Falls, its environs
already reduced to an international
eyesore by commercial greed.
Clayton calls this anecdote “the national parks’ creation myth.” Today
many historians believe that “Hedges
was merely articulating a commonly
held view, a previously expressed impulse, to somehow honor this magical
land.” Two years after Hedges’ recommendation, at any rate, Yellowstone
National Park was up and running.
Advancing his insight that “the story of Yellowstone is the story of what
America wants from Yellowstone,”
Clayton identifies boosting the national ego as a powerful early desire.
Scenic marvels such as Yellowstone
set the United States apart from gently picturesque Europe. “America is
special,” the reasoning went, “because of its wondrous landscapes.”
Artists and architects gravitated
to Yellowstone with something more
personal in mind: challenges and
fame. A year before the park’s establishment, a painter named Thomas Moran had come into his own
there. His watercolors, shipped back
to Washington and enlisted in the
cause, gave lawmakers a sense of the
incomparable scenery they were being asked to save from spoliation by
private enterprise. (Moran’s eventual
masterpiece in oil, “The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone,” graces the
“Wonderlandscape” cover.)
In a bravura chapter on the park’s
architecture, Clayton focuses on Old
Faithful Inn, designed by Robert
Reamer. “Although multistory lobbies
are quite common today,” the author

observes, the inn’s “was a huge innovation in 1903: a space so tall and airy
that it seemed to be both indoors and
outdoors at the same time.” So admired was Reamer’s design that it fathered a new style, known as National
Park Service Rustic.
Seven decades after Moran’s visit,
during World War II, another visual
artist, the photographer Ansel Adams, arrived with a commission from
the federal government – and a private agenda. Yellowstone, Adams believed, was being sold to the public as
a pleasure ground, whereas to him it
was more like a church. Leaving humans out of his shots, “he believed
that the spiritual validity of wild,
beautiful places arose in part from
our simplicity of experience in them.
That usually meant sacrificing comforts and undergoing difficulties.”
If this sounds elitist, the pendulum
swung the other way a generation
later, with the broadcast of the 1960s
animated TV series “The Yogi Bear
Show.” Fans of the program flocked
to Yellowstone to see the inspiration
for Yogi’s Jellystone. The cartoon bruin, Clayton writes, “secured [Yellowstone] for the masses.”
By then the masses tended to live
in suburbia; accordingly, the Park
Service had embarked on Mission 66,
a system-wide “infrastructure upgrade” to make its holdings more carfriendly. At Yellowstone, this entailed
the razing of an old hotel and its replacement by “motel-style accommodations in an uninspiring location
about a mile away.” “The change,”
Clayton dryly notes, “was poorly received.”
Old Faithful and other thermal
features are the park’s signature attractions, but Clayton fails to do
them justice. After reminding us that
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WONDERLANDSCAPE
Yellowstone National Park and the Evolution
of an American Cultural Icon
By John Clayton
Pegasus. 285 pp. $27.95
Review by Dennis Drabelle
The Washington Post
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the park contains “nearly one-quarter of all the geysers in the world,” he
says little about what spawned them.
Geologists, too, have wanted something from Yellowstone – scientific
understanding – and Clayton would
have done well to tag along with one
of them as he investigated the park’s
innards.
On the other hand, I like the author’s frankness. Yellowstone, he admits, is not an illimitable cornucopia
of wild splendor. “Although [the park]
unfolds vast quantities of empty backcountry, much of it is monotonous
lodgepole-pine forest.” If you’re looking for “a steady stream of awe-inspiring solitude,” he adds, you might try
Glacier National Park instead.
Clayton closes his book with a discussion of what might eventually happen to Yellowstone: an eruption of the
supervolcano beneath it, a blowup
that might conceivably unleash 8,000
times the fury of Mount St. Helens
in 1980. The growing concern about
such a cataclysm, the author suggests,
reflects today’s “zombie apocalypse”
mentality. In fairness to the zombies,
it should be noted that, in June, tremors felt in Montana suggested that the
supervolcano might be waking up
from its long nap. In any event, supervolcanic fears nicely round out Clayton’s thesis that throughout its history, Yellowstone has long been both
a showcase of natural extravagance
and a cultural construct. 
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3. Hue 1968 BY MARK BOWDEN
4. The American Spirit
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5. Churchill's Ministry of
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1. Danger! Tiger Crossing
(Fantastic Frame #01)
BY LIN OLIVER

2. The Day the Crayons Quit
BY DREW DAYWALT

3. Descendants 2 Junior Novel
BY ERIC GERON
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5. We're All Wonders BY R.J. PALACIO
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Simon & Schuster Publishing
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NORTH

HE NEEDS ONLY ONE LOWLY SPOT-CARD

9852
KQ

Joyce Brothers, a psychologist and author, said, “A philosopher is a person who doesn’t

A765

care which side his bread is buttered on; he knows he eats both sides anyway.”

K J 10

Last week, we looked at declarer’s making five diamonds in this deal after West cashed
two spade winners, then exited with a heart. What resource did West miss?
The bidding was intricate. North’s second-round two-spade cue-bid showed his hand
strength. His three-spade cue-bid on the next round was an unsuccessful attempt to

WEST

EAST

A K Q 10 4

73

J2

10 9 7 6 3

Q98

42
9842

653

reach three no-trump if South had a spade stopper.

SOUTH

West, after taking his two spade tricks, should check the high-card points. He has 12,

J6

and dummy holds 13. That leaves only 15 unaccounted for. South surely has the club

A854

and heart aces and, presumably, no more side-suit losers. West should wonder how his

K J 10 3

side might collect a trump trick. However, he should also realize that declarer knows that

AQ7

he, West, has the diamond queen. But because West has such good trump spots, the
eight and nine, there is a chance for a trump promotion.

Dealer: West; Vulnerable: Both

At trick three, West should lead the spade four — a loser, not a winner, when you want
partner to ruff. Then the spotlight turns to East. He knows from the bidding that South

The Bidding:

is also out of spades. What is his partner doing? He must be trying for an uppercut. To

SOUTH

play his part, East ruffs with the diamond four.
Note that when South overruffs with the 10, West gains a trump trick to defeat the
contract.

Dbl.
3 Diamonds
4 Hearts

WEST
1 Spades
Pass
Pass
Pass

NORTH
Pass
2 Spades
3 Spades
5 Diamonds

EAST
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

OPENING
LEAD:
A Spades
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The Telegraph

7
8
9
10
11
13
15
17
20
21
23
24

ACROSS
Br eathe in (6)
Salary (6)
Old (4)
Animal (8)
Result (5)
Kneecap (7)
Sure (7)
Sea (5)
Toil (8)
Breakfast, lunch, supper (4)
Courage (6)
Suspicions (6)
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How to do Sudoku:

Assisted Living & Memory Care l renaissanceverobeach.com
2100 10th Avenue l Vero Beach, FL 32960

The Telegraph

We Are at the Corner of 10th Avenue
on the Miracle Mile. Take a Tour Today! 772-562-8491

Fill in the grid so the
numbers one through
nine appear just once
in every column, row
and three-by-three
square.

1
2
3
4
5
6
12
14
16
18
19
22

DOWN
Cozy (4)
Set of rungs (6)
Type of stone fruit (5)
Broad-minded (7)
Agricultural tool (6)
Parasol (8)
Making (8)
Curl (7)
Reliable (6)
University grounds (6)
Prepared (5)
Creative (4)
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ACROSS
Marks for Marcel
Phone trio
Surrounded by
Fields and Handy
Pinocchio author
Gaucho’s water
source
20 1960s album, “A
Whole
___ Schifrin Goin’
On”
21 Loud
encouragement
22 Psychoanalyzes
press
agents?
25 Alice’s troubadour
26 The Christian, for
one
27 Old Pepsodent
rival
28 Rallying cry of
the Truck Stop
Avengers?
30 Computer-screen
symbol
31 Bin kin, in Berlin
32 Puccini heroine
34 Types
35 Sometimes
twisted anatomy
36 Above, to a bard
37 Florida, to retirees
40 Typical Death
Wish villains
42 Italian cigarette
company?
47 Christening sites
51 Grindable beefs
52 Closing hr., often
54 The Atlas of Afr.,
e.g.
55 Mars, e.g.
56 Name or knife
preceder
57 Gas or elec.
supplier
59 Wizard’s
introduction
61 Losing
propositions?
62 Certain tackles in
the All-Choirboys
Football League?
65 TNT start
66 Peter Pan girl
67 Writer Henry

The Telegraph

1
8
11
15
18
19

71
73
74
78
79
81
82
83
84
85
88
89
92
95
96
98
99
101
103
106
109
110

113
115
116
117
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

criticizes a
President?
Ground
Orinoco shocker
Typical Moe-LarryCurly greetings?
Michelangelo
sculpture
Blood brother?
Lucy’s love
Gun site
Actor Tamiroff
Bold bird
Of a leg bone
Actress Bethune
or tennis star
Garrison
Landers on lakes
Weasellike babes
in the woods?
Winter Palace
residents
Shiite’s God
Cheerleader
characteristic
Chocolate sub
Gam cover
Of heartbeats
Belief ending
Valhalla cheese
What Liszt always
bragged he could
eat, organplaying-wise?
“... who lived in
___”
Fabulous bird
Kangaroo or Kirk:
abbr.
Your one-stop
friar-costume
headquarters?
The first life
preserver?
Bay or gray
follower
SSTs cross it
Some dope
Miz or Six opener
John Elroy
Sanford,
familiarly
It’s in the bag
Saddle-stitching
place

DOWN
1 When 32 Across

kills Scarpia
2 The K-9 or the
Peace
3 Sole extension,
sometimes
4 ___ vital
5 Makes marginalia
6 Play climaxes,
briefly
7 Goes (through)
meticulously
8 Aqueduct feature
9 Tour de France
need
10 “Heavy, man”
11 Partner of 29
Down
12 Winner of seven
gold
medals in 1972
13 Society’s woes
14 See 30 Down
15 Why Tarzan never
sits on his oboe?
16 Actress Kane
17 Ladd role
23 Address: abbr.
24 Cossack chief
29 Cry of woe
30 With 14 Down, a
Jimmy Durante
tune
33 Slap-shooting
legend
35 A single one
36 Passing marks
38 TNT finish
39 House location?
41 Good times
42 Hemingway
sobriquet
43 Skater’s feat
44 Buck minus 99
45 Where 33 Down
played
46 Extracts venom
from
48 Blue Cross, for
one: abbr.
49 Responsibility
50 Leaking sound
53 Cleo’s guy
57 Marshall Plan’s
offering
58 Mac toppers
60 Wayne’s World
star Myers
61 City in India
63 1968 Heisman
winner

64 With “ball,” an
arcade game
66 Blows away,
figuratively
68 Digs of twigs
69 Camp David pact
signer
70 Shampoo brand
71 Finish, as pottery
72 Stunt flying?
75 Leno book,
Leading with My
___
76 Neck ache
77 Curative cities
78 German article
79 Flabellate
80 Caustic cleaner
84 Plath’s The Bell
___
86 Indian org.
87 Cogito
88 Pizazz
90 Where rats are
guinea pigs
91 Obi
93 CFCs watchdog
94 Skin pigment
97 Rice’s The
Vampire ___
99 Reef denizen
100 Love
102 Eightsome
104 Hypo units
105 Pulsate
106 “___ when that
happens”
107 Cobbler, at times
108 Like drawn-out
divorces
110 Unfurnished
111 Stringed
instrument
112 Sch. in the smog
114 Burg, to a Boer
116 Showroom star
118 Pointed-roof
covering

The Washington Post

INSIGHT GAMES & CO.

FINAL X-AM By Merl Reagle
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Regifting? It’s the lack of thought that counts (against you)
STORY BY CAROLYN HAX THE WASHINGTON POST

Hi, Carolyn: I try to be mindful
of the lessons I’m passing on to my
kids. They receive a lot of presents
for holidays and birthdays, and
some are never opened.
I’ve started regifting them to their
friends on occasion. I do this not so
much for frugality – although that
is a part of it – but mainly because
I don’t think the world needs more
plastic (read: junk) and if I buy less of it, perhaps less
will be produced. Also, if we aren’t going to use the
item, perhaps someone else will find it enjoyable.
I explain this to them; however, I worry they’re missing my point. Do you think I’m being cheap and unthoughtful?
– Regifting vs. Recycling
Regifting vs. Recycling:
I’m with you on reducing consumption and waste,
both for the planet and for the prevention of spoiled
children. Watching a kid process (i.e., learn to take
for granted in the span of about 60 seconds) an environment of excess is sobering.
I balk at the regifting, though, and here’s why. The
beauty of a gift is in thinking of the recipient, imagining what he or she would want, and going to find that
thing. Those are the mechanics of thought, which is
supposed to be what counts.
If you can save money while still preserving the
thought mechanics, though, then I’m all for regifting.

A couple of ways to do that: Put unused gifts in a
“gift closet,” then shop the closet when an occasion
comes up. Only select something that you and your
kids believe the recipient would like – even to the
point of going out to buy something else if the closet
doesn’t provide adequately. Or, return gifts (when
possible) for gift cards, then use the gift cards to shop
thoughtfully for other kids.
I’ve found that “missing the point” is a protean
concept, too, especially with younger kids. Your
gift ethics could be failing to register now due to
your kids’ ages or states of mind, but over time your
choices can be a foundation for your kids’ later understanding of pragmatism as a remedy for excess.
Re: Regifting: They could also donate the unwanted
items to local charities or thrift shops.
– Anonymous
True. It doesn’t help this parent save money, but
it would solve the message problem with the kids.
Thanks.
Dear Carolyn: A few months ago, after an increasing
amount of silence on her end, an old friend told me she
didn’t want to be friends anymore. So I backed off.
I found out from a mutual friend that she’s now
engaged. I feel like I can’t let this event go unacknowledged. Would it be wrong of me to send a card of congratulations and a gift?
I have no expectations that this will rekindle our
friendship; I just want her to know I’m happy for her.
– Old Friend

Old Friend:
If the dissolution were 10 years ago, I could see
sending a happy-for-you card.
Since it was recent, though, the risk is too high
that a gift will convey disrespect for her wishes; not enough time has passed for you to have
proved with your actions that you will honor her
request to end the friendship. I’m sorry. 
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One of the ‘Beautiful People’ has an ugly narrative
BY ROBIN GIVHAN
The Washington Post

Louise Linton has proved herself to
be an exceptionally obnoxious human
being.
She has done this by posting on Instagram a boastful photo of herself stepping off a government plane ahead of
her husband, Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin. “United States of America”
is emblazoned on the fuselage. He’s in
a dark suit and red tie. Her long hair is
blowing back in a gentle breeze. It’s all
looking rather presidential, truth be told.
The picture is also reminiscent of fashion advertisements. And Linton captioned it with a litany of designer credits.
The couple was returning from Kentucky, where Mnuchin made the case
for tax reform. Linton, in case anyone
was wondering, is not a tax expert;
she is a Scottish-born actress and producer. Her post was, of course, criticized. And in response, she unleashed
a condescending tirade that essentially
amounted to: I’m rich. You’re not. Shut
up and go watch “Game of Thrones.”
Linton’s Instagram account is now
private. After a thorough lashing in the
media, after her name trended on Twitter, and not in a good way, Linton apologized for her post. But the hell storm has
already been unleashed. Oh, Louise.
In the picture, Linton is a study in
white and beige, from her platinum
locks to her studded sandals. She has
helpfully tagged the various designer
brands she’s wearing. Thus, everyone
knows she’s dressed in Roland Mouret
trousers, Valentino sandals and Tom
Ford sunglasses. She is carrying an Hermès scarf. She doesn’t mention it, but
she’s also toting a white Hermès Birkin.
But you knew that, right?
A lot of bragging occurs on Instagram,
with users regularly sharing pictures
of glorious vacations, mouthwatering
meals, adorable babies and pets, and
many, many fashion highlights. This is
the nature of social media, and folks are
generally pretty forgiving about an excessive amount of look-at-me obsessiveness. But Linton isn’t just anyone. She is
married to the treasury secretary. This
doesn’t mean she is a celebrity or even in
the public eye – despite her acting credits. It means she is spotlight-adjacent. It
means people will only pay attention to
her if, for better or worse, she consciously scooches over into the limelight.
Linton has been doing a lot of
scooching.
Before her June wedding, she gave
Town and Country magazine a peek inside her jewelry box along with lengthy
descriptions of how she acquired each

diamond bracelet, necklace and pair
of earrings. The message was not that
Linton has several pieces of deeply
meaningful jewelry; it was that Linton
has lots of diamonds and pearls and
aren’t they gorgeous? She then married
Mnuchin in a black-tie wedding at the
District’s Mellon Auditorium to which
she wore a custom white-lace princess
gown with a plunging V-neck by Toronto-based designer Ines Di Santo. We
know all about the gown and its provenance because Linton purchased the
dress through the Georgetown bridal
shop Carine’s Bridal Atelier, which
posted a quote thoughtfully provided
by Linton on its Instagram account: “I
was thrilled that there was a bridal salon right here in DC that could call on
designers to fly in gowns for inspiration to create my custom looks.” Most
brides typically just say, “Thank you.”
Linton is a regular presence at
Mnuchin’s side, and not just at major
events such as the inauguration, when
she was still his fiancee, but also at
hearings and commissioning ceremonies. She is always camera-ready.
To be clear, Linton’s Instagram post
was not obnoxious because of the designer shout-outs. Those were ill-considered, but fashion folks do that all the
time as they delight in some splendid
new bauble. Everyone should be free to
chirp with glee. And it’s not as though
anything she was wearing was startling
or exceptional in the great scheme of
fashion. (Sorry, Louise.)
Instead, it was Linton’s impulse to
lash out at JenniMiller29, who had all of
379 followers, with an extensive commentary about Linton and Mnuchin’s
financial contribution to the economy
that set people’s teeth on edge. “Have
you given more to the economy than
me and my husband? Either as an individual earner in taxes OR in self-sacrifice to your country? … Pretty sure that
the amount we sacrifice per year is a lot
more than you’d be willing to sacrifice
if the choice was yours,” Linton wrote.
She made the sneering suggestion
that a person’s income is the best measure of their value and stature, which
is to suggest that the millions of dollars
Mnuchin made in banking and hedgefunding reflect his actual cultural and
societal value rather than the nature
of a capitalist economy – an economy
that typically undervalues teachers,
mothers, home healthcare aides, daycare providers, etc. Linton implied that
becoming treasury secretary for the
world’s largest economy was a breathtaking sacrifice in service to his country.
Surely it has its challenges, but part of
sacrificing in the name of patriotism is

not talking about how much you’re sacrificing in the name of patriotism.
In a single Instagram post, Linton
managed to tap into elitism, narcissism, self-righteousness, incivility, apathy and blonde privilege. Linton was so
pleased with how chic she looked de-

planing that she wanted to share that
image on social media. The whole running-the-country thing was straight out
of central casting. The couple looked
the part. But even the best actors will
tell you that beautiful costumes can’t
compensate for a lousy narrative. 
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Inside the private collection of Audrey Hepburn
BY EMILY CRONIN
The Telegraph

Footsteps and the purposeful thrum
of air conditioners are the loudest
sounds in Christie’s Park Royal warehouse on the day of a recent visit. Beyond two leopard-print chaises lounges
and a phalanx of vacant plinths and
pedestals is Adrian Hume-Sayer, director of private collections at the auctioneer’s, busying himself with Audrey
Hepburn’s trove.
Most of it remains packed away, arrayed on tidy shelves or on scores of
velvet hangers. One rolling cart heaves
with straw bags, carefully coiled belts
and individually bagged pieces of jewelry. Nothing has been photographed.
“We’ve had tremendous trouble getting
mannequins for the clothes because
she was absolutely tiny – I mean, subzero,” he says.
The auction, which will take place at
Christie’s in September, includes a selection of Hepburn’s clothing, accessories,
film memorabilia and photography that
she left to her sons, Sean Ferrer and Luca
Dotti. The collection shows the personal,
domestic side of a woman whose impeccable taste had as its corollary a lack of interest in material wealth for its own sake.
“She was just innately elegant in every
aspect of her life. It permeates
everything she touched,”
Hume-Sayer says.
“I think the sale will
deepen the public vision of Audrey, and shed
new light on her thought
processes,” he continues.
“These items let us see behind the scenes of the life
of Audrey Hepburn,
which is a pretty
amazing thing.”
The star of “Roman
Holiday,”
“Funny Face” and
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” didn’t invent the little black
dress (that distinction belongs
to Coco Chanel),
but she wore
it better than
anyone has before or since.
And the ballet
pump and the

polo neck and the cigarette pant.
Born in Brussels in 1929, to a Dutch
baroness and a British businessman,
Hepburn moved between Belgium,
England and the Netherlands during
her childhood.
Although she spent the Second World
War in the Netherlands (her mother having made the grave miscalculation that it
would remain safe and neutral through
the conflict, as it had in the First World
War), in 1948 she returned to London to
study at the Ballet Rambert.
When Marie Rambert gently told Hepburn that she would never make it as a
prima ballerina, Hepburn turned to acting, initially in West End chorus lines.
It was during a shoot for a small film in
Monaco that Colette, the French author,
spotted Hepburn on set and, enraptured,
declared that this girl and no other must
star in her Broadway production of Gigi.
The rest is silver-screen legend.
Along with an awards collection that
included an Emmy and a best-actress
Golden Globe, Oscar and Tony (she remains one of only 12 people ever to accomplish the EGOT), she also received
the Presidential Medal of Freedom
in recognition of her work as a Unicef
Goodwill Ambassador.
Yet behind the glamour and those
enormous sunglasses was a woman
who endured more pain and privation
than her public could possibly imagine.
During the war, the Nazis executed
her uncle, imprisoned one of her
half-brothers in a labor camp and
sent the other into hiding.
Hepburn raised funds for the
Dutch Resistance through silent
dance performances (“The best audience I ever had made not a single
sound at the end,” she said),
and she reportedly acted as
a courier for anti-Nazi organizations. Like many Dutch
citizens, she was forced to
grind tulip bulbs to make
flour for bread during the
Hunger Winter of 1944.
The re-

sulting malnutrition gave her her 20inch waist; it also caused anemia, jaundice, asthma and other acute afflictions
throughout her life. And the woman
who longed far more for a large, stable
family than for film stardom endured
two divorces and four miscarriages –
and kept smiling.
“Underneath the fragility and the
beauty and the enchanting smile, she
was really quite a tough cookie,” says
Meredith Etherington-Smith, creative
consultant on the forthcoming auction.
Hepburn’s appeal was elusive. “Her facial features show character rather than
prettiness,” Cecil Beaton wrote in his
analysis of Hepburn in Vogue’s November 1954 issue. “She is like a portrait by
Modigliani where the various distortions
are not only interesting in themselves but
make a completely satisfying composite.
... [She] gives every indication of being the
most interesting public embodiment of
our new feminine ideal.”
Where Marilyn had curves and smolder, Audrey had straight lines and gamine charm. The garments she favored
– Breton tops, the classic trench, pencil
skirts – were unassuming and minimal
enough that they wouldn’t look out of
place in wardrobes in 2017.
“Her look has gone on being wonderfully popular because, first of all, she had
a radiance about her, and second, it’s essentially very modern and pared down,”
explains Etherington-Smith.
“She found a look that worked for her
and stuck to it all her life,” says Sean
Ferrer, her son with her first husband,
the actor Mel Ferrer. “She often said
that she dressed more like an English
gentleman, in terms of adopting a system, than a woman.
“When you’re not always trying to
break new ground or change your look,
chances of catastrophe are reduced to
a minimum.” She ordered all her jackets from a men’s tailor in Rome and
bought multiple versions of favorite
pieces, remaining loyal to designers
she loved for a lifetime.
Hepburn met the couturier Hubert
de Givenchy in the summer of 1953,
when the producers of “Sabrina” (in
which she plays a chauffeur’s daughter who entrances Humphrey Bogart) sent her to his atelier to
select pieces that would
convey her character’s new-found

sophistication.
The actress and the couturier struck
up a fast friendship. She wore a floral
Givenchy dress to collect her Best Actress
award at the 1954 Academy Awards, and
from the time she filmed fashion-world
romp “Funny Face” in 1957, Hepburn’s
contracts included a non-negotiable
clause stipulating that Givenchy must design her costumes. She also wore Givenchy for her second wedding and all her
most important events thereafter.
“I wouldn’t want you to miss this,”
Hume-Sayer says, withdrawing from
a garment bag a black satin Givenchy
Couture cocktail dress with a feathered
V-neckline and hem, dating from 1968.
“In terms of little black dresses, this is
the ultimate.”
The sale also includes an ice-blue cloqué satin dress by Givenchy that Hepburn wore in 1966 for a photo shoot
promoting “Two for the Road,” a film
about a squabbling husband and wife
on a road trip. And a much humbler red,
fuzzy-cuffed cardigan from a Givenchy
boutique. “Apparently she wore this a tremendous amount to award ceremonies,”
Hume-Sayer says, “for comfort and to
keep warm on the way in.”
There are pieces by other designers
– a Burberry trench coat, an Yves Saint
Laurent Rive Gauche suit with crystal
buttons, a cream Valentino Couture
coat dress. The last dates from her Rome
years, after she had divorced Ferrer and
was enjoying “a rather smart life” in the
Italian city.
“You know, Givenchy was very expensive, and she always paid for everything,”
Etherington-Smith says. “She asked one
of her Roman friends whether there was
someone in Rome. Valentino was just
starting out and she went to him.”
In contrast to so much couture is the
costume jewelry. There are pearl necklaces, Kenneth Jay Lane crystal earrings
and some bold 1980s costume pieces
from Saint Laurent – no Tiffany in sight.
To house a selection of these fancies
a buyer might also snap up Hepburn’s
multi-level jewelry case, its velvetlined interior just waiting to welcome
a triple-strand pearl necklace. “Some
of these things are quite humble items,
but they give you this tangible link with
her, which has this indefinable magic,”
Hume-Sayer says.
The highlight of the sale isn’t a dress
or a gem, but a text: Hepburn’s working
script for 1961’s “Breakfast at Tiffany’s.”
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The role of Holly Golightly was considered so racy that Hepburn nearly didn’t
accept it, and the Paramount Pictures
publicity department took pains to distance their star from her character.
“If there is one fact of life that Audrey
Hepburn is dead certain of, adamant
about, irrevocably committed to, it’s the
fact that her married life, her husband
and her baby, come first and far ahead of
her career,” read one press release from
November 1960, which went on to characterize Holly Golightly as “a New York
play girl, café society type, whose constancy is highly suspect.
“This unusual role for Miss Hepburn brought up the subject of career
women vs. wives – and Audrey made
it tersely clear that she is by no means
living her part.”
Hepburn’s personal copy of the script
starts on page 93 (the pages arranged in
order of shooting) and many of the multicolored pages bear notes scrawled in her
favorite teal ink. Some of the annotations
are copied-out lines; others are underlined for emphasis. “The scripts give you
an idea of how very hard she worked,”
Etherington-Smith says. “It wasn’t all just
coming on to set looking fabulous.”
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” represented a
breakthrough and a breakaway from the
naive, princessy roles Hepburn had inhabited until then. It is also the film that
even those with only the most glancing
awareness of Hepburn will have seen,
and the bedrock for her future incarnation as a style icon.
“There’s a party scene in ‘Breakfast at
Tiffany’s,’ and all the women are in outrageous hats and brocade dresses, and
in the middle of it, like a good deed in a
naughty world, there’s Audrey in a sleeveless black dress,” Etherington-Smith says.
“She just wipes the floor with everyone.”
There is another party outfit from the
same film – the curtain that Holly transformed into a dashingly draped gown.

Style

In a triptych of Paramount publicity
photographs, Hepburn-as-Holly is the
focal point in a mad, swirling smudge of
a party scene, her mien changing with
each exposure.
The selections from Hepburn’s personal photography archive represented
in the auction include artist prints (some
with personal dedications) from Beaton,
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” on-set photographer Bud Fraker and Steven Meisel.
Other items include a rainbow of ballet
pumps, and a compact gold snuff box, a
gift from Rex Harrison upon the completion of filming for “My Fair Lady.” Its inscription reads, “To Eliza Doolittle/From
Henry Higgins.”
There are more prosaic lots as well,
including the hat stands and rotary-dial
phones from La Paisible, her home of 30
years in Tolochenaz, Switzerland. Every
piece practically fizzes with the magic of
its past ownership. “In a way this is the
opposite of the Elizabeth Taylor auction
[at Christie’s in December 2011], where
the things had intrinsic value because
the auction was mostly Bulgari jewelry,”
Ferrer says. “Here, the emotional value is
greater than the intrinsic value.”
“These are all items that were part of
her life, part of her career, which she kept
because they were connected with living
experiences, friends, movies,” says Luca
Dotti, Hepburn’s son with second husband Andrea Dotti. “She was a straightforward person with very simple goals.
During her life she was amazed, from
the start of her career to the very end,
about the ongoing public interest.” She
died, aged 63, in 1993.
Her sons held back their mother’s
awards, important pieces of furniture
and family photographs, though for
Dotti, at least, the item of his mother’s he
treasures most is decidedly more modest:
the flower basket she used to carry roses
and fruit in from her garden at La Paisible.
“It connects me to my mother and my
childhood in Switzerland, and it’s also
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something that is good and useful,” he
says. He thinks of her whenever he uses
her basket to carry in tomatoes, aubergines, onions and salad leaves from his
Tuscan garden.
Preparing the sale has been emotional
for the brothers, and neither plans to attend the auction. But they’ll always have
the films. While Ferrer and Dotti both
recall renting a projector for screenings
at La Paisible, for their children, the Hep-
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burn canon is far more accessible. Dotti
recently introduced his two daughters,
aged 5 and 7, to “Funny Face.”
“It’s nice to watch these movies again
with them and see how they react,” he
says. “Because, of course, they never
met their grandmother, but on the other
hand, their grandmother is almost everywhere – on posters, on mugs and on Tshirts. They see her almost every day.” 
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DINING REVIEW

First Bites: Green Marlin Restaurant and Raw Bar
BY TINA RONDEAU
Columnist

An unusually busy summer of restaurant debuts in Vero saw the opening last
week of the Green Marlin, the newest
creation of Chef Lou Kolbauer, the driving force behind the popular Chive on
Royal Palm Pointe.
Unlike Chive, where you go to the
counter to select the ingredients you
want to eat, the Green Marlin is a sitdown restaurant that took over the large
U.S. 1 building previously occupied by
the Outback Steakhouse.
Headline news: While the name
would suggest this is a primarily a seafood restaurant, the menu (or, more
accurately, menus) offers something
for everyone – ranging from raw bar
choices, to soups and salads (including
a salad bar), chicken wings, pastas, beef
and chicken entrées, and even familystyle dinners.
Look & Feel: This space has been rendered somewhat more nautical since it
housed the Outback, but it still has a familiar feel. Walking into the Green Marlin from the parking lot, you pass the
bar area to your left and enter the dining room, which has wood tables in the
front and then rows of wooden booths
along either wall.
Food: On our visit the first week the
Green Marlin was open, we sampled
three starters (a soup and two appetizers), three entrées, and a dessert.
For starters, we tried the ahi tuna
bomb ($7.99), the soup of the day
(mushroom – $4), and a bowl of
steamed clams ($14).
The tuna bomb consisted of a tuna
loin, placed in an egg-roll wrapper
which had been smeared with tahini
paste, and fried at a superhigh temperature.
Seared on

the outside, the tuna was rare on the
inside. Served with a seaweed salad, it
was indeed what hipsters used to call
“da bomb.”
The steamed clams also were
excellent, served with a
great garlic and herb
butter sauce. You
will
certainly
want to ask, as
I did, for some
bread to mop
up the broth
after you’ve
enjoyed
the
sweet
young
clams. Very, very
Irish Stew.
tasty.
For entrees, I
had the salmon
($18), my husband had the
fish of the day
($18), and our
companion had
the shrimp and
scallop pasta fra diavolo ($18).
My Scottish salmon was a
beautiful piece of fish, blackened and
served with a delicious butter, salt and
Old Bay sauce. My husband’s grilled
swordfish also was excellent served
with a Cajun remoulade sauce. Both
dishes were accompanied by a side of
fresh zucchini, squash and carrots.
Our companion’s shrimps and scallops, along with seasonal vegetables,
were served over cavatappi
(pappardelle was the
other option)
in a

Fried Grouper Cheeks.
PHOTOS BY GORDON RADFORD

Steamed Clams.

delicious
spicy
red
sauce. The ingredients could not have
been better.
For dessert, we shared a slice of the
house-made grapefruit pie ($7). A good
way to end the meal.
Drink: With a full bar, the Green Marlin offers a variety of cocktails, as well as
large selection of craft beers. It also has
a well-priced wine list.
Service: It’s probably not fair to be
too critical of a server in a restaurant
just getting started, but while
enthusiastic and eager,
our server had a

Ahi Tuna Bomb.

fa irly
shaky
grasp of
how various
menu items
were prepared.
That seems likely
to get better.
Prices: Prices seem
extremely reasonable.

Entrées top out with the roasted beef
tenderloin for $20 or the admiral’s
platter for $21. Family dinners – such
as chicken alfredo for four for $36 –
are a bargain.
Initial impressions: While we have
sampled only a tiny fraction of the
many dishes offered, everything we
had was very fresh, very well cooked,
and very well-seasoned. Our guess is
the Green Marlin is in for a long run.
I welcome your comments, and encourage you to send feedback to me at
tina@verobeach32963.com.
The reviewer is a beachside resident
who dines anonymously at restaurants
at the expense of this newspaper. 

Hours:
Dinner: Daily, 11am to 10 pm
Beverages: Full bar
Address:
1475 U.S. 1
Phone: (772) 999-5248
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WINE COLUMN

Trump Winery: Producing pretty good table wines

BY DAVE MCINTYRE
The Washington Post

For the record, Trump Winery in Virginia is not “one of the biggest wineries in the country,” as the president
recently claimed. At about 42,000 cases
produced each year, it is squarely in the
“small” category of wineries producing under 50,000, according to Wines &
Vines magazine.
That places Trump Winery in the top
21 percent. There are 65 “large” wineries producing more than 500,000 cases
a year, 263 in the “medium” category
of 50,000 to 499,999, and about 1,600
in the small category of 5,000 to 49,999
cases. Nearly 7,300 wineries produce
fewer than 5,000 cases.
But with 210 acres planted to vines,
Trump Winery can say it is Virginia’s
largest vineyard. Chateau Morrisette
and Williamsburg Winery, however,
each produce about 60,000 cases a year,
according to the Virginia Wine Marketing Office, making them the largest in
the Old Dominion.
Also for the record: The wines are pretty good. Since Donald Trump purchased
the former Kluge Estate winery in a bankruptcy auction in 2011 and installed his
son Eric as president, the Trump regime
has invested in refurbishing the vineyards, purchasing new farm equipment
and constructing a new facility for sparkling wine production.
It has paid off. Sparkling wines were
good under Kluge Estate, but the table
wines were uneven. The current releas-

es of Trump wines show improvement.
Despite its name, Trump Winery
typically tries to distance itself from
politics. There is no political merchandise for sale at the vineyard, no Make
America Great Again hats, no photos of
the president – just some framed maga-

zine articles featuring Eric Trump and
his stewardship of the winery.
While sales have increased in recent
years, general manager Kerry Woolard
would like to attribute success to the
winery’s improvements rather than a
Trump political bounce.

“I think we deserve the credit,” she
says, noting that the reinvestment in
the vineyards was paying off at about
the same time Donald Trump declared
his candidacy. The wines have done
well in contests, where judges don’t
know which wines they are tasting.
Trump sparkling wines won the
Monticello Cup for best Charlottesville-area wine in 2014 and 2015, and
the 2016 sauvignon blanc recently won
a double gold medal in the San Francisco International Wine Competition.
The sparkling wines were good under Kluge Estate, and the Trumps benefited from purchasing three vintages
(2008-2010) that aged on their lees
during the bankruptcy. Longer aging
makes for richer, more complex sparkling wine. Trump Winery was able to
sell those vintages under its own label
while its own production benefited
from longer aging.
The wines I tasted on my recent visit
were a 2010 Blanc de Blancs, rich and
opulent from an unusually ripe vintage, a 2012 rosé and a 2009 reserve.
All were made by winemaker Jonathan
Wheeler, who was hired by Patricia
Kluge in 2006 to oversee the sparkling
wine program.
Wheeler took over the still wine production in 2013. His current releases
include a delicious 2016 rosé made
from merlot and pinot noir, that medal-winning sauvignon blanc (made
richer by blending in some semillon),
a modestly oaky chardonnay and a
fleshy viognier. 
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“The Art of

ITALIAN FOOD

Moving Forward.”
Back by popular demand...

Monday - Chef’s Whim
Tasting Menu
4 to 5 Courses ~ $25

Early Dining Menu
Nightly 5 to 5:30pm ~
Starting at just $12

(772) 978-9789
2023 14th Avenue
Nightly Happy Hour Mon - Sat from 5pm
5 - 6:30pm ~ in the Bars only AvanzareVeroBeach.com
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Live Music and Jazz

Tues – Thurs, 6 pm - 9 pm
Fri & Sat, 6 pm - 10 pm

Thai & Japanese Cuisine
Sushi
Beer, Wine, Sake &
Full Liquor Bar
Dine in & Take Out

$2 Off Martini Tuesdays

Lunch

Mon - Sat 11:30am - 3 pm

Dinner

Nightly 4:30 pm -10 pm

713 17th Street|(17th Shoppes Center)
Phone:770-0835|Fax:770-0831

4-6 PM
costadeste.com | 772.410.0100
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& Casual Dining

EARLY BIRD DINNER MENU
Mon-Wed 4:30-5:45

Dine-In Only. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Holidays Excluded.

Special Appetizer Menu

Japanese Steak House with
Hibachi and superb Sushi.
1335 US-1,Vero Beach
772-492-3530 • vbtakara.com

STORE HOURS

Lunch
Monday - Friday 11 am - 2:30 pm
Dinner
Monday - Thursday
4:30 pm - 10 pm
Friday 4:30 pm - 10:30 pm
Saturday 12:30 pm - 10:30 pm
Sunday 12:30 pm - 10 pm
$5 TAKARA DAILY DRINK SPECIALS:

Maitai • Margarita • Mojito • Bahama
Mama • Long Island • Bloody Mary
SKY Cosmos Martini Special

Edamame $2.95
Shrimp Shumani 3.95
Gyoza 3.95
Spring Roll 3.95
Golden Rangoon 3.95
Fried Calamari $4.95
Sashimi Guacamole $5.95
Tuna Tartaki $5.95
Tuna or salmon Roll $3.95
Seaweed or Kani Salad $3.95
White Tiger (Escolar) $4.95

Hibachi Entrée Menu

Served with soup, salad, fried rice, noodles and vegetables.

Chicken $13.95 • New York Steak $16.95
Scallop $17.95 • Shrimp $16.95 • Salmon $14.95
Any Choice of 2 Different Items Above $18.95
$5 CALL LIQUORS

Jack Daniels • Bacardi Superior • Captain
Morgan • Absolute • Tito
Tanqueray • Bombay sapphire
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Summer Specials: $12.95
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Market Hours: Mon-Sat • 10am - 9pm

Excellence
AwardWinner

Served 3pm-6pm Monday thru Sunday.

Lasagna • Chicken Parmigiana • Eggplant Parmigiana • Shrimp Parmigiana • Fish Parmigiana
Cannelloni • Baked Penne Alfredo • Tortellini alla Panna • Manicotti • Stuffed Shells

All dinners are served w/a side salad, garlic breadsticks & a choice of a soft drink, ice tea or coffee.

Now Offering Gluten Free!
Pizza • Pasta • Desserts • Wraps

Nino’s Cafe: 1006 Easter Lily Ln•Vero Beach•772.231.9311
Hours: Sun-Thurs:11am-9pm•Fri-Sat:11am-10 pm

Summer Special • Offered all night
Prix Fixe $16 Entrees
$5 Select Glasses of Wine

Includes Free Gelato, Any Flavor
Featuring Gluten-Free Pizza, Pasta and Entrees

Hours

Homemade Cannoli
Pepperoni
Chicken Parmigiana

Innovative Mediterranean Cuisine & Gourmet Market

Bistro
BistroLunch:
Lunch:Mon.
Mon.- -Fri.
Fri.11am
11am -- 2pm
2pm •• Bistro
Bistro Dinner: Mon.
Mon. --Sat.
Sat.5pm
5pm- -9pm
9pm

772.234.4181 • 1409 S. A1A, Vero Beach • www.johnnydsvero.com
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Casual
Atmosphere

& Casual Dining

Happy Hour
4 - 6PM Daily

Serving Local & New
England Seafood

Maine Lobster Night
Wednesday

All You Can Eat Menu

Fish & Chips - Tuesdays • Tacos - Thursday Evening
Fishack 1931 Old Dixie Highway, Vero Beach
Lunch & Dinner Open Tuesday - Saturday 11:30 am - Close
772.770.0977 • www.fishackverobeach.com •
Like us on Facebook!

KOUNTRY
KITCHEN
...With Love

2 HOMEMADE SOUPS DAILY • BREAKFAST ALL DAY

Check Facebook for Our Daily Specials
Most Between $6.00 and $8.00
Facebook.com/KountryKitchenVero

Over 100 Items On Our Diner Style Menu. 5 Specials Everyday.
Bottomless Coffee and Homemade Pies.
We Accept Cash or Checks. ATM Inside. No Credit Cards.

For Our Full Menu, Go To: urbanspoon.com
Hours: Monday - Saturday 6 AM - 2 PM & Sunday 7 AM - 2:30 PM
1749 Old Dixie Highway, Vero Beach, FL 32960 • (772) 567-6733
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ON FAITH

Needing others is key to emotional, spiritual survival

BY REV. DRS. CASEY AND BOB BAGGOTT
Columnists

Do you remember the book “Tuesdays
with Morrie” by Mitch Albom? It chronicles the conversations between Albom
and a favorite elderly professor of his,
Morrie Swartz, who is dying of ALS.
During the last weeks of his life, when
Morrie is almost entirely immobilized
and dependent on others for every aspect
of his care, he offers Albom a remarkable
insight. He says that when we are infants
we need people to survive. And when we
are dying we need people to survive. But
amazingly enough, in between, we need
each other even more!
What do you think about the old professor’s assertion? Do you think we need
each other to survive? Unfortunately, it
seems that many of us forget our tremendous dependency upon one another.
Instead we often slide through life with
a sense of our own self-sufficiency, and
only in rare and startling moments do we
finally gain insight into our inescapable
interconnectedness and our tremendous
need for one another.
A thought-provoking piece by the writer Michael Walton asks us to consider all
our deep human interconnectedness this
way: take something as simple as an article
of clothing you are presently wearing. Is it
yours alone? Where did it come from? Try

to imagine the process from raw material,
natural or synthetic. Is it cotton, grown
from a seed? Who planted the seed? Is it
polyester, made from petroleum products? What ancient fossils deep within the
earth made the oil? How many different
people have touched and shaped the stuff
of your clothing? Field workers? Roughnecks on oil rigs? Who wove the material?
What mind conceived the technology of
weaving? Whose artistic soul imagined
the colors and designs? Someone sewed
it. Someone folded it. Someone inspected
it. Someone shipped it. Someone hung
it on the rack at the store. Someone sold
it to you. Now contemplate the question
again. Is it yours alone?
Of course, the thoughtful answer must
surely be that it is only temporarily or
even tentatively yours, because a whole
host of people are connected to it. How
many more people are connected to you
through the food you eat, the home in
which you live, the car you drive, the
books you read, the internet you surf,
the cell phone you answer? And on and
on it goes.
We dare not allow ourselves the arrogance to ever believe we do it alone. So
surely the old professor was right. Between the two hospitals, the one we are
born in and the one we will die in, we
need each other desperately to survive.
And of course, it is not only that we
need each other for physical survival.
We need each other for emotional and
spiritual survival, as well. Perhaps that is
why one of the earliest statements about
human interconnectedness in the Biblical texts comes to us from the book of
Genesis, where in God’s voice we hear
the words: “It is not good that the man
should be alone; I will make him a helper
as his partner.”
Who are your partners in life? Be grateful for all the ways they support you – and
for your privilege of supporting them. After all, it is not good to be alone! 
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CALENDAR

31

ONGOING
Vero Beach Museum of Art – Watershed:
Contemporary Landscape Photography thru
Sept. 10.

Mindful Eating for Better Health interactive workshop for all ages/cooking
skill levels, 11 a.m. at Alzheimer & Parkinson
Assn. of IRC office. Free but RSVP required. 772563-0505

31

Monthly First Friday Gallery Stroll, 5 to 8
p.m. at Downtown Vero Beach galleries.

Wine Dinner Experience, 6 p.m. at Blue
Star to benefit SafeSpace’s Walk a Mile
in Her Shoes fundraiser. $45. 772-223-2399

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

2

10th annual Mulligan’s Skim Jam, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. at Mulligan’s Beach House to benefit Vero Beach Lifeguard Association. Register
at shorelb.com

2

End of Season Luau, 6 p.m. at Heaton’s
Reef Bar and Grill - pig roast, hula and fire
dancers. $40. 772-469-1060

6

Wine Women and Shoes ‘Shoe Guy’
Kick-off Party, 5:30 p.m. at Walking Tree
Brewery to benefit Humane Society of VBIRC –
introducing men involved in the Nov. 9 event.
772-388-3826

6|7

Laura (Riding) Jackson Foundation hosts the Cambridge American Stage Tour (CAST) performing Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream, 7 p.m.
Wed. at Indian River Charter High School and
7 p.m. Thurs. at Sebastian River High School.
castcambridge.com

9

Tunnel to Towers 3.43-Mile Run/1-Mile
Walk, 7:30 a.m. at Riverside Park – honors the 343 first responders who perished 9/11
and supports first responders/military members
through Stephen Siller Tunnel to Towers Foundation. 772-569-7364

9
Solutions from Games Pages
in August 24, 2017 Edition

Sudoku Page 40

ACROSS
7 LEMONADE
8 OVEN
9 DIVIDE
10 TREATY
11 MARES
12 PROSPER
15 FEATHER
17 ASSET
20 ASSENT
22 BUREAU
23 BLOT
24 AUDIENCE

Sudoku Page 41

DOWN
1 HESITATE
2 POLITE
3 WAFER
4 FEATURE
5 NOVELS
6 ZEST
13 ELEGANCE
14 NEUTRAL
16 TWENTY
18 SCREEN
19 ABODE
21 SOLO

Crossword Page 40

VERO BEACH

Walk to End Alzheimer’s, 2-mile walk to
fund research through Alzheimer’s Associ-

32963

ation in Jacksonville, 9:30 a.m. at Humiston Park.
904-281-9077

9

OBA Sunset Saturday Night Concert, 6:30
to 9:30 p.m. at Humiston Park on Ocean
Drive. Free. 772 532-7983

11

Never Forget 9/11 Tribute and Youth
Art Exhibition & Contest, 6 p.m. at CoxGifford Seawinds Funeral Home. Free. 772-5622365

14

An Evening in Paris, 5 p.m. at Heritage
Center - Parisian-themed vendors,
wine tasting and Moulin Rouge-style entertainment to benefit Vero Heritage Inc. $25. 772-7702263

14-24

Vero Beach Theatre Guild
presents Eleanor Dixon in
The Lady With All the Answers, about the life/
letters of Ann Landers. 772-562-8300

15

Sebastian River Area Chamber of Commerce Lifestyle and Media Auction, 6
p.m. at Springhill Suites Vero Beach - live and silent auctions. $10/$20. 772-589-5969

16

HALO Rescue’s Chase Your Tail 5K, 7:30
a.m. at Sebastian Community Center
to support the no-kill rescue. 772-589-7279

16

International Coastal Cleanup hosted
by Keep Indian River Beautiful, 9 a.m.
to Noon at locations throughout the county.
KIRB.org or 772-226-7738

16

Run Vero Twilight 2-Mile evening race,
6:30 p.m. (7:10 p.m. kids run) from
MacWilliam Park, with post-race festivities to
benefit VBHS Cross Country team. 772-5697364

16|17

Regular Joe Surf Festival
at north jetty to benefit
Surfrider Foundation Sebastian Inlet Chapter.
Sebastianinletsurfshop.com

Crossword Page 41 (ON THE LAMB)

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Advertising Vero Beach Services | If you would like your business to appear in our directory, please call 772-633-0753
FEET HURT? GET TO KNOW US!
Specializing In:

Althea Powell-Chandler
C. Ped., L. Ped., O.S.T.

Board Certified Pedorthist State Licensed

ABC Medicare
Accredited Facility

• Custom Molded Orthotics
• On-site, State-of-the Art Orthotic Lab
• Custom Molded Shoes
• Diabetic Shoes • Shoe Repair
• Shoe Modifications
• Comfort Shoes & Sandals • Elevation
• Authorized Birkenstock Repair

NEW ADDRESS • 2682 U.S. HWY 1 • VERO BEACH, FL • www.powellshoes.com • 772.562.9045

This directory gives small business people eager
to provide services to the beachside community an
opportunity to make themselves known to island readers at
an affordable cost. This is the only service directory mailed
each week during season to all 11,000+ homes on the
Vero Beach barrier island. If you are interested in a listing
in the Vero Beach 32963 Business Directory, please
contact marketing representative Kathleen Macglennon at
kathleen32963@gmail.com or call 772-633-0753.

CUSTOM HOME IN PALM ISLAND
PLANTATION BOASTS LUXURY FEATURES
415 Palm Island Lane in Palm Island Plantation: 4-bedroom, 4.5-bath, 5,420-square-foot home
offered for $1,650,000 by Premier Estate Properties estate agents
Kay Brown, Jeanine Harris and Luke Webb: 772-234-5116
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Palm Island Plantation home boasts luxury features
BY STEPHANIE LaBAFF
Staff Writer

The two-story, coastal-themed
home at 415 Palm Island Lane offers
endless possibilities.
“Whether you are having extended
family or just friends who visit from
time to time, there are so many different ways to use the indoor space
if you just relax and start to imagine

how you might live in it,” says the
owner. “We used the rooms differently [at different times] for the fun of
just trying out another possibility.”
There are three distinct living areas in the 5,420-square-foot custombuilt home.
“The downstairs lives like a normal home,” says Luke Webb, Premier
Estate Properties estate agent. “The
ground floor is 3,600 square feet, but

then you get the added bonus of the
two separate living areas upstairs.
“This is a two-owner home and is
the only home in Palm Island Plantation that Westmark didn’t develop.
The first owner was Mark McIntosh,
a builder in town. He built this house
for himself and his family. It is quality built with a very high level of finishes.”
The owner adds, “The builder’s
wife was the designer, and she went
to great lengths to create something
that was of quality, attractive and
with thought.”
The designer’s attention to detail
can be seen throughout the home,
beginning when you walk through
the front door. Fine finishes are abundant with custom millwork, vaulted
cathedral ceilings, high baseboards,
crown molding, Ipe wood flooring
and custom built-ins with spotlights.
The covered entry gives way to
wide, open formal spaces with the
dining room to the right and living
room with gas fireplace and study to
the left, perfect placement for entertaining.
A butler’s pantry with wine fridge
and ice maker is situated near the
dining area and chef’s kitchen for
easy access. And a six-burner Thermador gas range and double-wide,
Sub-Zero refrigerator with bottom
drawer freezer are ready for any size

party. The farm kitchen sink and natural stone countertops add a level of
chic elegance to the vintage-inspired
furniture-grade cabinetry, woodtopped island and breakfast bay.
For casual entertaining, the family
room with its pavilion-style peaked
ceiling leads out to the pool courtyard. Under the covered porch guests
can munch on burgers grilled in the
summer kitchen, warm up by the outdoor gas fireplace or catch some rays
by the fountained pool. The pergola,
lush landscaping and south-facing
courtyard add to the private setting
creating an intimate space.
French doors lead to the study featuring built-ins and a coffered ceiling
at one end of the courtyard and the
master suite at the other. The private
master wing features a high invertedhip ceiling, two walk-in closets and
an en suite bath. The oversize pedestal tub, walk-in shower and water
closet with marble countertops and
subway tile immerse the master bath
in the lap of luxury.
The three-bay garage and side entry
allow for private access to the secondfloor loft apartment. Rough-sawn,
shiplap wood gives the guest living
area a beachy cottage feel. In contrast,
the loft kitchen boasts quartz countertops, a Sub-Zero refrigerator, freezer, dishwasher and gas range. There’s
no need to leave this private sanctu-
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ary with the full bath equipped with
soaking tub and shower.
At the center of the house, a second
set of stairs leads to an open area perfect for studying or a children’s game
room. Two bedrooms with a shared
balcony overlooking the lake gives
additional guests or teens their own
special space.
The bathrooms are sure to delight
with terrazzo countertops, flooring
and glass tile in one bathroom and a
concrete sink, industrial fixtures and
beach mosaic in the other.
“This is a quality home with a floor
plan unique to the community. It has
lot’s of space and lot’s of separation
of space but is still very cozy,” says
Webb.
The owners enjoyed sitting on the
front porch and looking out at the
lake. “We would sit out there and have
a glass of wine before dinner, watching everybody go by and listening to
the fountain.”
Palm Island Plantation is a very
active neighborhood, according to
Webb. “The community itself has a
lot to offer for the residents, includ-

VITAL STATISTICS
415 PALM ISLAND LANE

Neighborhood:
Palm Island Plantation
Year built: 2005
Lot Size: 152’ x 65’
Home size: 5,420 square feet
Construction: Concrete block
Bedrooms: 4
Bathrooms: 4.5
Additional features: Loft apartment, operable shutters and
impact glass, pool, summer
kitchen, whole home stereo
system, three-bay garage, gas
fireplace, butler’s pantry, gourmet kitchen, wine cooler, study
and wood flooring throughout;
guard-gated community with
tennis and beach club, boat
slips, granted beach and waterway access
Listing agency:
Premier Estate Properties
Listing agents: Kay Brown,
Jeanine Harris and Luke Webb,
772-234-5116
Listing price: $1,650,000

ing the beach club and marina. The
amenities are very exclusive to the
island.”
Webb also notes the location is

convenient to both Vero and Sebastian. “It’s nice because it gives you
a mix of places to go. Vero has great
restaurants, and Sebastian has a lot

of things going on and neat places to
explore. There’s a lot more nature in
this direction as well. You’ve got the
Environmental Learning Center and

LAKE SAPPHIRE • SAWGRASS • 2,987 LIVING SQ. FT.

Open house this weekend • 10-5 Sat. & 12-5 Sun.
415 Sapphire Way SW • Vero Beach, FL
4% Realtor Incentive on Full Purchase Price*

This beautiful 3 BR + Den, 2.5 Bath + 3-Car Garage home located in the award-winning Lake
Sapphire community is ready for move-in now! The expansive kitchen and great room with
built-in bar both feature top-of-the-line appliances with lots of great cabinet space. A private
dining room allows for ease of entertaining. The master suite features a private entrance to a
covered patio & saltwater pool with panoramic screen enclosure area, large master bath, his/her
vanities, double walk-in shower + extra large closets.

Move-in ready • $564,990
772.882.8990

GHOHOMES.COM

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Oral representation cannot be relied upon as correctly stated representations of the developer. For correct representations, make reference to this advertisement and to the documents required by
section 718.503, Florida Statutes, to be furnished by a developer to a buyer or lessee. Images displayed may not be the actual property for sale, but may be model or other homes built of similar design. *See your sales representative for specific details.
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the turtle museum among others.”
It’s a short drive to shopping and
dining in Vero Beach or cultural
events at Riverside Theatre and the
Vero Beach Museum of Art, both located in Riverside Park.
The couple will miss the Beach

Club and Jungle Trail along with the
access to the Atlantic Ocean. “You
can walk and ride your bicycle in either area. It’s very close and couldn’t
be a nicer feature of living in that location. That is something that gave us
enormous pleasure.”
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The gated 58-acre, British West Indies inspired ocean-to-river community offers a range of resort-like amenities.
The oceanfront Beach Club offers a
heated pool and spa, private cabanas
and a bar. Residents can work out at

the fitness center, take a swim in a
second community pool, relax in the
steam rooms or swing a racquet on
the Har-Tru tennis court. Boat slips
are available at the River Cabana with
deep-water docking and a river deck
on the Indian River Lagoon. 

Celebrating 68 Years as The Trusted Name in Real Estate

RIVER CLUB AT CARLTON
5 BR / 5.5 BA $3,470,000
Jim Knapp 772-913-0395 ML#180847

OCEAN RIDGE
6 BR / 4.5 BA $2,800,000
Alex MacWilliam, IV 772-473-6972 ML#181139

INDIAN RIVER FARMS
4 BR / 3.5 BA 36.12 ACRES $1,800,000
Alex MacWilliam, IV 772-473-6972 ML#177666

OLD RIOMAR
5 BR / 6 BA $1,650,000
Kit Fields 770-312-5165 ML#189105
PRICE CHANGE

CACHE CAY
3 BR / 3.5 BA $945,000
Charlotte Terry 772-538-2388
Karen Smith 772-559-1295 ML#180620

ORCHID ISLE ESTATES
3.5000 ACRE LOT $855,000
Angela & John Pate 772-559-4592 ML# 178315

RIVER CLUB AT CARLTON
3 BR / 3 BA $835,000
Charlotte Terry 772-538-2388
Karen Smith 772-559-1295 ML#180306

SOUTH BEACH
3 BR / 2.5 BA NOW $729,000
Dawn Lightle 772-559-7312 ML#179728

OAK HARBOR – ST. JAMES ISLAND
3 BR / 3 BA $649,000
Jim Knapp 772-913-0395 ML#177123

OLD SAVANNAH
3 BR / 2 BA $539,000
Jim Knapp 772-913-0395 ML#177068

CACHE CAY
3 BR / 3 BA $529,000
Carolyn Lange 772-473-7982 ML#183711

NEW LISTING

GRAND HARBOR – COVENTRY ISLAND
3 BR / 3 BA $649,000
Diane DeFrancisci 772-559-7984 ML#193144

NEW LISTING

RIVERWIND
3 BR / 3 BA $528,500
Jim Knapp 772-913-0395 ML#180295

NEW LISTING

CENTRAL BEACH
2 BR / 2 BA $499,000
Barbara Parent 772-633-3027 ML#193055

BEACHWALK
3 BR / 2 BA $495,000
Judy Freni 772-532-4892 ML#186039

Integrity • Service • Professionalism • Results
GRAND HARBOR
OAK HARBOR
1221 Marina Village Circle
Vero Beach, FL 32967
www.GrandHarborProperties.com
772-492-6751

MAIN
OFFICE
2901 Ocean Drive
Vero Beach, FL 32963
www.AlexMacWilliam.com
772-231-6509

CHARLOTTE ERRY GROUP
2911 Ocean Drive
Vero Beach, FL 32963
www.CharlotteTerry.com
772-234-8500

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN - EDGEWOOD
5 UNIT COMPLEX 0.38 ACRES $375,000
Alex MacWilliam, IV 772-473-6972 ML#193205
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Real Estate Sales on the Barrier Island: Aug. 18 to Aug. 24
The barrier island real estate market continued its strong summer run with 7 transactions recorded this
past week, including two for more than $3 million.
The top sale of the week was of a home in John’s Island overlooking John’s Island Sound. The residence
at 400 Coconut Palm Road was placed on the market Oct. 28, 2016, for $4.5 million, and the price was
subsequently reduced to $4.1 million. The unit was sold on Aug. 21 for $3.85 million.
The seller in the transaction was represented by John’s Island Real Estate. The purchaser was represented
by Richard Boga of Premier Estate Properties.

SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCES AND LOTS
SUBDIVISION		
ADDRESS		
LISTED
									

ORIGINAL
ASKING PRICE

MOST RECENT
SOLD		
ASKING PRICE			

SELLING
PRICE

JOHN’S ISLAND

250 LLWYD’S LANE

2/10/2017

$4,200,000

$4,200,000

8/22/2017

$3,525,000

SUMMERPLACE

1981 W SAND DOLLAR LANE

4/3/2017

$449,000

$436,500

8/18/2017

$428,000

CASTAWAY COVE

1049 POITRAS DRIVE

4/21/2017

$675,000

$634,995

8/18/2017

$610,000

PALM ISL PLANTATION

510 FEATHER PALM DRIVE

1/20/2017

$1,650,000

$1,650,000

8/18/2017

$1,615,000

TOWNHOMES, VILLAS, CONDOS, MULTIFAMILY AND INVESTMENT
VISTA DEL MAR

5400 HIGHWAY A1A, #I16

6/1/2017

$185,000

$185,000

8/22/2017

$175,000

BAYTREE OCEANSIDE

8430 OCEANSIDE DRIVE , #E-11

5/4/2017

$412,500

$374,500

8/18/2017

$374,500

SEA OAKS

8735 LAKESIDE BOULEVARD, #211

2/10/2017

$285,000

$249,000

8/14/2017

$225,000

RIVER MEWS CONDO

2129 VIA FUENTES, #2129

5/30/2017

$400,000

$400,000

8/11/2017

$364,841
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REAL ESTATE
Here are some of the top recent barrier island sales.
Subdivision: Castaway Cove, Address: 1049 Poitras Drive
Listing Date:
Original Price:
Recent Price:
Sold:
Selling Price:
Listing Agent:

Subdivision: Palm Isl Plantation, Address: 510 Feather Palm Drive
Listing Date:
Original Price:
Recent Price:
Sold:
Selling Price:
Listing Agent:

4/21/2017
$675,000
$634,995
8/18/2017
$610,000
Travis NeSmith
IRRE Group

Selling Agent:

Berkshire Hathaway Florida

Selling Agent:

Shane Reynolds
Treasure Coast Sotheby’s Intl

Subdivision: River Mews Condo, Address: 2129 Via Fuentes, #2129
Listing Date:
Original Price:
Recent Price:
Sold:
Selling Price:
Listing Agent:

2/10/2017
$4,200,000
$4,200,000
8/22/2017
$3,525,000
John’s Island Real Estate
John’s Island Real Estate

Selling Agent:

Linda Irvine
Dale Sorensen Real Estate Inc.

Subdivision: John’s Island, Address: 250 Llwyd’s Lane
Listing Date:
Original Price:
Recent Price:
Sold:
Selling Price:
Listing Agent:

1/20/2017
$1,650,000
$1,650,000
8/18/2017
$1,615,000
Steve Owen

5/30/2017
$400,000
$400,000
8/11/2017
$364,841
Christine Hughes
Dale Sorensen Real Estate Inc.

Selling Agent:

John’s Island Real Estate
John’s Island Real Estate

Nancy Browning Freiheit
Dale Sorensen Real Estate Inc.

SallyWoods
PROFESSIONALISM

INTEGRITY

~ R E S U LT S

KANSAS CITY COLONY

CASTAWAY COVE

THE SHORES

Riverfront lot located in a tranquil and wooded setting
with approx. 120 feet of water frontage and dock in place
$1,200,000

Beautiful 4BR/3BA on desirable corner lot, move-in ready
w/fireplace, screened patio/pool, walk to beach access
$650,000

Beautiful lakefront building lot in the picturesque gated
enclave of estate homes, over ½ acre with a fabulous view
$310,000

Y our satisfaction is my highest goal, real estate is a lasting relationship.
direct 772.492.5333

|

cell 772.538.1861

|

sally@sallywoods.com

|

www.sallywoods.com
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REAL ESTATE
Here are some of the top recent barrier island sales.
Subdivision: Summerplace, Address: 1981 W Sand Dollar Lane
Listing Date:
Original Price:
Recent Price:
Sold:
Selling Price:
Listing Agent:

Subdivision: Vero Beach Estates, Address: 628 Banyan Road
Listing Date:
Original Price:
Recent Price:
Sold:
Selling Price:
Listing Agent:

4/3/2017
$449,000
$436,500
8/18/2017
$428,000
Janet Lawrence
North Beach Realty, Inc.

Selling Agent:

Keller Williams Realty

Selling Agent:

Scott Meredith

Susan Beth Hitt

Treasure Coast Sotheby’s Intl

Subdivision: Vista Del Mar, Address: 5400 Highway A1A, #I16
Listing Date:
Original Price:
Recent Price:
Sold:
Selling Price:
Listing Agent:

Daley & Company Real Estate

Subdivision: Baytree Oceanside, Address: 8430 Oceanside Drive , #E-11
Listing Date:
Original Price:
Recent Price:
Sold:
Selling Price:
Listing Agent:

6/1/2017
$185,000
$185,000
8/22/2017
$175,000
Kim Small
The Small Realty Group LLC

Selling Agent:

4/12/2017
$375,000
$375,000
8/16/2017
$290,000
Kimberly Adkins

5/4/2017
$412,500
$374,500
8/18/2017
$374,500
Michael Pruitt
Coldwell Banker Residential

Selling Agent:

Kim Small
The Small Realty Group LLC

Not provided
Not provided

Don’t get nervous, call Scott Tree Services
BILL BARRY

CERTIFIED ARBORIST
CELL: 772-473-7150
OFFICE: 772-569-3874

SCOTT TREE
SERVICES

OAK TREE SPECIALIST
TREE CARE, MOVING & CLEARING
LANDSCAPE & DESIGN SERVICES

